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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL DISCLAIMER

No responsibility is implied or accepted by the West Daly Regional Council for any act, omission or
statement or intimation occurring during Council or committee meetings.
The West Daly Regional Council disclaims any liability for any loss whatsoever and howsoever caused
arising out of reliance by any person or legal entity on any such act, omission or statement or
intimation occurring during Council or committee meetings.
Any person or legal entity who acts or fails to act in reliance upon any statement, act or omission
made in a Council or committee meeting does so at that person's or legal entity's own risk.
In particular and without detracting in any way from the broad disclaimer above, in any discussion
regarding any planning application or application for a licence, any statement or intimation of
approval made by any member or officer of the West Daly Regional Council during the course of any
meeting is not intended to be and is not taken as notice of approval from the West Daly Regional
Council.
The West Daly Regional Council advises that anyone who has any application lodged with the West
Daly Regional Council shall obtain and should only rely on WRITTEN CONFIRMATION of the outcome
of the application, and any conditions attaching to the decision made by the West Daly Regional
Council in respect of the application.

Glenda Teede
Chief Executive Officer
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AGENDA
ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
TO BE HELD AT THE DARWIN COUNCIL OFFICE
ON 20TH MAY 2015
COMMENCING AT 9.00AM

Mayor of the West Daly Regional Council Harold Wilson declared the meeting open at 9.00 am and
welcomed all in attendance.
1

PERSONS PRESENT

ELECTED MEMBERS PRESENT
Mayor
Deputy Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Harold Wilson
Andrew Brown
Wally Minjin
Tobias Nganbe
Mark Martin
Ralph Narburup

STAFF PRESENT
Chief Executive Officer
Director of Financial Services
Administration Assistant

Glenda Teede
Peter Carter
Tahlia Cleary

PERSONS PRESENT
Craig Rowe
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2

APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Applicant:

N/A

Location/Address:

N/A

File Ref:

N/A

Disclosure of Interest: N/A
Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Chief Executive Officer, Glenda Teede

Attachments:

Nil

SUMMARY
This report is to table, for Council’s record, any apologies and requests for leave of absence received
from Elected Members for the Ordinary General Meeting held 20th May 2015.
COMMENT
Council can choose to accept the apologies or requests for leave of absence as presented, or not
accept them. Apologies or requests for leave of absence that are not accepted by Council will be
recorded as absence without notice.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
As per the Local Government Act s.39 (1) A person ceases to hold office as a member of a council if
the person:
(d) is absent, without permission of the council, from 2 consecutive ordinary meetings of the council.
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive and notes apologies and grants a leave of absence for the Ordinary General
Meeting held 20th May 2015.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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3

PETITIONS AND DEPUTATIONS
Nil

4

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

4.1

CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES FOR ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING 18 MARCH
2015

Applicant:

N/A

Location/Address:

N/A

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Administration Assistant

Attachments:

Copy of Minutes will be tabled at the meeting.

SUMMARY
Minutes of the Ordinary General Meeting held on 18th March 2015 are submitted to Council for
confirmation that those minutes are a true and correct record of the meeting.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
The minutes as submitted must comply with part section 67(2) Local Government Act 2011 and that
confirmation of minutes is compliant with section 67(3) of the Local Government Act 2011.
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That the minutes of the Ordinary General Meeting held 18th March 2015 be confirmed by Council as
a true and correct record of the meeting.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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DECLARATION OF INTEREST OF MEMBERS OR STAFF
Applicant:

Nil

Location/Address:

Darwin

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Chief Executive Officer, Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
Elected members are required to disclose an interest in a matter under consideration by Council at a
meeting of the Council or a meeting of a Council committee by:
1) In the case of a matter featured in an officer’s report or written agenda item, by disclosing the
interest to the Council by disclosure as soon as possible after the matter is raised.
2) In the case of a matter raised in general debate or by any means other than the printed agenda of
the Council, by disclosure as soon as possible after the matter is raised. Under disclosure, the
Member must abide by the decision of Council on whether he/she shall remain in the Chambers
and/or take part in the vote on the issue. The council may elect to allow the Member to provide
further and better particulars of the interest prior to requesting him/her to leave the Chambers.
Staff members of the Council are required to disclose an interest in a matter at any time at which
they are required to act or exercise their delegate authority in relation to the matter. Upon
disclosure, the staff member is not to act or exercise his or her delegated authority unless the
Council expressly directs him or her to do so.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Government Act Section 73 & Section 74 (Elected Members).
Local Government Act (2008) Section 107 Conflict of interest (Staff Members).
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Conflict of Interest – Code of Conduct.
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives the declarations of interest as listed for the Ordinary General Meeting held
20th May 2015.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORT

Applicant:

Glenda Teede

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

CEO, Glenda Teede

DISCUSSIONS
The last West Daly Regional Council Meeting was the 18th March 2015. This current CEO Report is to
inform Council as to the actions of the CEO since the last meeting.
This has been a busy period and emphasis has been placed on strengthening the Council’s
governance capability and administrative foundation, as well as charting a future direction for
2015/16.
1.

MEETTING WITH STAKEHOLDERS

DATE
20/3/15

20/3/15
24/3/15

26/3/15

KEY STAKEHOLDER
MEETING TOPIC
ATTENDEES
Department of Prime Indigenous Advancement Cameron
McDougall,
Minister and Cabinet
Strategy Funding.
Penelope
Bieman,
Department
of
Prime
Minister and Cabinet.
Peter
Carter,
Director
Corporate Services/Finance
Manager, WDRC & Fiona
Kelly,
Grants
Officer,
WDRC.
Thamarrurr
Discussions regarding rates Kirstine Cossens, Director,
Development
and proposed building site Thamarrurr Development
Corporation
in Wadeye.
Corporation.
Drive Safe NT
Drive Safe NT discussion Jake Quinlivan Regional
with WDRC.
Director
Wadeye,
Department
of
Chief
Minister.
Wayne Buckley, Program
Manager for Drive Safe NT
Remote.
Department of the Chief To discuss the delivery of Joshua Higgins, Regional
Minister
civil grants, Indigenous Liaison Officer, Department
economic development and of The Chief Minister.
joint
ventures
with Michael Bissell, Ministerial
organisations to enable Advisor to the Chief
growth
and
sustained Minister.
income for business and
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10/4/15

CouncilBiz

10/4/15

Latitude 12

14/4/15

CouncilBiz

15/4/15

LGANT

16/4/15
20/04/15

LGANT
West Daly
Council

20/04/15

Latitude 12

Regional Councils.
Signing of CouncilBiz and Jason De Mamiel, General
WDRC Agreement.
Manager, CouncilBiz.
WHS Gap Analysis:
Council engaged Latitude
12 to undertake a Risk
Audit and WHS Induction
training for all staff. The
WHS Advisor from Latitude
12
and
the
Human
Resource Officer, who has a
Certificate IV in WHS,
attended the communities
to facilitate training on
WHS and Risk Assessments,
during the week of 27th
April. The WHS Advisor and
HR Officer will work
together to further develop
Council’s Work Health and
Safety Management Plan,
in accordance with relevant
WHS legislation. Further
visits to the communities
will be required.
Attended the CouncilBiz
Board Meeting in Tennant
Creek; Tony Tapsell CEO
LGANT was appointed Chair
and CEO WDRC was
appointed Deputy Chair of
the CouncilBiz Board.

Kristen King, WHS Advisor,
Latitude
12 & Jade
Hamilton,
HR
Officer,
WDRC.

Jason De Mamiel, General
Manager,
Councilbiz.
Sophie Duggan, Software
Manager, Councilbiz.
Meeta Ramkumar, Director
Local
Government,
Sustainability
and
Compliance, Department of
Local Government.
Jocelyn Nathanael-Walters,
Manager Sustainability and
Compliance, Department of
Local Government.
Members of the Board
were also present.
CEO Forum.
LGANT General Meeting
was most useful as a way of
expanding my network of
NT contacts.
LGANT Conference.
As above.
Regional West Daly Regional Council Peter
Carter,
Director
Budget 2015/16.
Corporate Services/Finance
Manager, Jade Hamilton,
HR Officer, RSM’s and
Senior Staff of West Daly
Regional Council.
WHS training for WDRC Training conducted by
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24/04/15

5/5/15
8/5/15

6/5/15
2.

staff in Wadeye, Peppi and Kristen King, WHS Advisor,
Palumpa.
Latitude 12 and Jade
Hamilton,
HR
Officer,
WDRC. WDRC staff in
Wadeye, Peppi & Palumpa
attended.
Howard
Springs Veterinary Service and Dog Jamin Farebrother, Vet,
Veterinary Service
control in Wadeye, Peppi & Howard Springs Veterinary
Palumpa.
Service.
David Tapim, Indigenous
Environmental
Health
Worker, WDRC.
CouncilBiz
Discussion on Services to Jason De Mamiel, General
West Daly Regional Council. Manager, Councilbiz.

SIGNIFICANT ISSUES
•

Consultation with CL Rowe & Associates commenced in December 2014. Council must now
give consideration to the submissions received for the Community and determine what
changes, if any, it proposes to bring into effect in respect to the future size, composition and
structure of the West Daly Regional Council.

•

A Draft Regional Plan for 2015/16 has been prepared for consideration by the Council prior
to public consultation and work commenced on the 2015/16 Budget with the Director of
Corporate Services/Finance Manager spending time in Wadeye finalising the community
specific budget requirements for Council consideration.

•

From a Governance perspective, new Auditors have been appointed and reports prepared
for Council consideration recommending the establishment of an Audit Committee; as well
as formalisation of the Finance Committee with a proposal that it also be granted an
executive capacity. Delegations to the CEO have been reviewed and a report prepared for
Council consideration. The Periodic Review of electoral boundaries representation has been
completed after the consultation phase and a report prepared for Council consideration.

•

From an administrative perspective, a Policy and Procedures Framework has been devised
and Policies prepared for Council consideration dealing with Fraud, Investment, Public
Interest Disclosure, Gifts and Benefits, the use of Credit Cards and a Procedure Manual
initiated to house administrative procedures as these are documented over time.

•

Records Management is seen as an issue that must be addressed in the 2015/16 Budget as
the Council is not complying with legislative requirements. A Records Management program
is needed and staff will need to be trained in its use.

•

A review of Council operations has also been undertaken and Council have taken advantage
of the resignation of the Director of Corporate Services/Finance Manager to restructure
Council’s administration to better reflect operational needs. Applications have been called
for the positions of Finance Manager and Director of Council Services. The latter position will
be based in Wadeye and will be responsible for service delivery across the region and for
management of the RSM’s and their staff. With this change in the organisational structure at
Wadeye, a review has also been undertaken of the staffing within customer services and
administration. It has become apparent that changes within Customer Service are also
required, as this area is heavily staffed. These changes have been achieved without
increasing Council’s expenditure on salaries.

•

Uniforms including the approved logo and style have arrived. They have been sorted and
handed out to all Departments.
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•

During the month Angela Pattison from LGANT attended meetings of the three Local
Authorities and conducted a training course for Local Authority Members which was well
received. The course covered the role of Local Authorities, their relationship with the Council
and the duties and responsibilities of Local Authority Members.

•

Black spot funding has been applied for to address issues with the Palumpa Causeway.

•

NDRRA funding has been applied for to address the Manthathpe Crossing and Wudicuildiyerr
Road.

Issues that the Council should be aware of include:
•
•
•
•
•
3.

A potential funding problem in relation to the Manthathpe Crossing;
Concern that the 2015/16 Budget will be inadequate to address issues of ageing plant and
risk management;
Data transmission speeds at Wadeye continue to hamper productivity;
Records management, where WDRC is not complying with its legislative obligations; and
Inadequate fire protection in Wadeye.
MATTERS TO NOTE

Peter Carter our Director Corporate Services/Finance Manager has resigned and will be leaving us on
the 20th May. Peter has been with WDRC since September 2014 and been involved in the Tendering
process and the 2015 Budgets. We wish Peter all the best for the future.
OUTSTANDING ITEMS
Nil.
ATTACHMENTS
Contents of municipal or shire plan (Section 23 of the Northern Territory Local Gov. Act 2008).
RECOMMENDATION
a)
b)

That the Council accepts and notes this report.
That the Council approve the outstanding issues to be added to the Board Items for Action
for further progress.

Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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REGIONAL SERVICES MANAGER’S REPORTS/ITEMS

7.1 REPORT – REGIONAL SERVICES MANAGER WADEYE
Applicant:

John Allen

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Regional Service Manager Wadeye, John Allen

4 Positive Outcomes for the month

•
•
•

4 Barriers to Positive Outcomes

•
•
•

•
How barriers will be overcome

•
•
•

Employed new Senior Works Supervisor.
Employed new Sport and Recreation
Team Leader.
Received bitumen truck so we can
reinstate minor road works.
Good staff attendance rates this month.
Received new Tilt Tray Truck.
Dry season we will expect a drop in
attendance as the road will be open and
in conjunction with the Bush Holidays
and staff wanting to head out to
country.
Not having sufficient staff to run
programs.
Improved Management over all of our
services.
Implementing new management plans
and structured programs.
Hiring more staff.

RUBBISH COLLECTION
Bins collected as per schedule
Yes/No
Number of Wheelie Bins
replaced
Number of cars relocated
Litter
Is litter a minor/moderate or
significant problem
Is litter better or worse than
the preceding month
Any other comments?
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Yes
Unknown
Nil
Significant
It is better this month due to
instigating a better works
program.
The works team will do a
survey on the number of bins
picked up over the next month.
We will also have just received
loader back, so we will be able
to restart the collection of cars.
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LANDFILL
Public Drop off areas tidy
Issues with users?

Yes/No

Yes
We have had issues with users
not dumping in the appropriate
areas.
With the adoption of the Big
Rivers Waste Management
Plan, we will overcome this
with changes that will be made.

Yes/No

Yes
1
The works crew have spent
time this month cleaning up the
cemetery
and are
now
instigating a spraying program
to cut down the number of
hours in maintenance.

Yes/No

Yes
Is in need of replacement.
Our equipment is old and is in
need of replacement in the
near future. This will cut down
the cost on repairs and
maintenance.

Any other comments?

CEMETERIES
Is Cemetery neat and tidy
Number of burials this month
Any other comments?

PARKS AND OVALS
Grass mowed/Surface safe
Existing hardware ok?
Any other comments?

ROADS INTERNAL
Potholes

Are potholes a minor/moderate Significant
or significant problem
Is the problem better or worse Better
than the preceding month
Condition of existing signs and Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory as they are nonspeed humps
existent .
Condition of Street lights
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory.
Any other comments?
With the employment of a new
Senior Works Supervisor and
the procurement of the
bitumen truck, the works crew
will start to get on top of the
minor road maintenance over
the following months.
Council are also looking into
getting more street signage.
ROADS EXTERNAL
Condition of main access road
WDRC Roads
Any other comments?

Good/Acceptable/Poor
Good/acceptable/poor
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Poor
Due to the wet season, the
roads are in poor condition.
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Over the next few months
WDRC will instigate repairs on
the homelands access roads.
FIRE BREAKS AND GRASS
Fire Breaks ok?
Any other comments?

Yes/No

DOGS AND ANIMALS
Next vet visit
Any other comments?

Date 5/5/15

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Emergencies Responded to
Any other comments?

Number

One
Old car wreck in the back civil
yard was set alight.
RSM and Senior Works
Supervisor attended the fire
with the fire truck and put it
out.

AIRPORT
Airport Reports Completed
Maintained to standard
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes
Yes

VEHICLES PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Weekly/monthly servicing
Yes/No
completed
Daily pre-start checks done
Yes/No
Important spare parts present

Yes/No

No
Due to the wet season, the fire
breaks are in poor condition.
Over the next few months
WDRC will instigate grading of
the
fire
breaks
around
community and the homelands.

HSVC will be visiting all three
communities on their visit.
The
new
Indigenous
Environmental Health Worker
will be accompanying the vets.

Yes
Yes
Some

Major
service
schedules Yes/No
occurring
Is any plant not working
List

Yes

Any other comments?

Some plant is in need of rolling
over.

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY
Notifiable Incidents occurred
Notifiable Incidents reported
Test and Tag

Yes/No
Yes/No
Scheduled for …
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Yes
Yes
To be advised
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Has progress been made this Yes/No
month towards completion of
the WH&S Action Plan
Number of new Workers
Compensation Cases
Any other comments?

OFFICE
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Any other comments?
DEPOT
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Yard Condition and Security
Tool cages secure and used
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Yes/No

VISITOR’S ACCOMMODATION
Clean and tidy
Yes/No
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Booking System and Invoicing Yes/No
OK
Any other comments?
NIGHT PATROL
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Number of incidents attended Last quarterly report
to
Oct- dec
Any other comments?
LIBRARY (WADEYE AND PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Clean and tidy
Was it open for all scheduled Yes/No
hours? 8-12 5days a week
Any other comments?
AGED CARE (WADEYE AND PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
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Yes
Nil
With the help of Latitude 12,
WDRC are working on up
skilling all staff on WHS.
Yes
Nil
Satisfactory
Audits will be completed in the
next few months.
Yes
N/A
Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Yes
Audits will be completed in the
next few months.
Yes
Nil
Satisfactory
Yes
Audits will be completed over
the next few months.
Yes
4941.

Yes
Yes
Donna has been in Darwin
undertaking library training.
Yes
Council

has been awarded
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funding to complete a small
upgrade to the aged care
facility.
POSTAL SERVICES (PEPPIMENARTI AND PALUMPA ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
CENTRELINK SERVICES (PEPPIMENARTI AND PALUMPA ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
CRECHE (PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
WDRC HOUSING
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Tenancy Agreements up-todate for non- Council staff
Tenancy changes in any houses

Yes/No

Nil

Nil

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Yes?No

Yes
Nil
Satisfactory
No

Reason

No

Any other comments?

It is coming to light that WDRC
will need to revise some of the
tenancy agreements with some
of WDRC staff.

NON CORE SERVICES
Were
significant
time
or Yes/No
resources devoted to non-core
services
Were difficulties encountered Yes/No
with other agencies
Any other comments?
ADMINISTRATION
Time sheets supplied on time
Payroll processed correctly
Purchase Orders Completed
Invoices raised as required
Weekly work crew plans done
Core services goals for period
on track
Any other comments?

Nil

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

STAFF
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HR Updates provided to Darwin Yes/No
Office as necessary
Total number of staff employed
Number of new staff
Induction completed for new Yes/No
staff
Number of
Performance
Reviews completed this month
Number
of
performance
reviews scheduled for next
month
Training completed
List
Training Record updated
Yes/No
Upcoming leave that needs Yes/No
relief
Total number of person days
lost due to ‘sorry’ or other
cultural business
Any other comments?
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Events run
by WDRC this List
month
Events held in community this List woman’s health (clinic)
month
Upcoming events
List football carnival (Palumpa)
LOCAL AUTHORITY
Next meeting scheduled
Agenda:
Distributed
to
Members;
Displayed at Council Office; and
Put on web
at least 5 days before meeting
RSM report on WDRC Services
circulated with Agenda
Outstanding Action list updated
and circulated with Agenda
Minutes:
Distributed to Members
Displayed at Council Office; and
Put on web
Within 7 days of meeting
Report to Council on meeting
outcomes provided to CEO
within 7 days of meeting
Any other comments?

Yes
49
2
Yes
2
Nil
Library training
Bronze medallion Training
Yes
Yes
Nil

Nil
1

Yes/No
Yes/No

To be announced by June 2015
Yes

Yes/No

No

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

Yes

OUTSTANDING LOCAL AUTHORITY ITEMS
Road barriers.
Manthathpe street names.
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VISITING AGENCIES
Visitors to the Office during the month included:
Garry Higgins
HSVC
Ken Graham Chris Hayward – ALPA
Air Force
Royal Life Saving NT
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Regional Managers report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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REPORT – REGIONAL SERVICES MANAGER PALUMPA

Applicant:

Regional Service Manager - Palumpa

Location/Address:

Palumpa

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Fred Graham

4 Positive Outcomes for the month
4 Barriers to Positive Outcomes
How barriers will be overcome

None to report.
None to report.
No outcome required.

RUBBISH COLLECTION
Bins collected as per schedule
Yes/No
Number of Wheelie Bins
replaced
Number of cars relocated
Litter
Is litter a minor/moderate or
significant problem
Is litter better or worse than
the preceding month
Any other comments?
LANDFILL
Public Drop off areas tidy
Issues with users?
Any other comments?
CEMETERIES
Is Cemetery neat and tidy
Number of burials this month
Any other comments?
PARKS AND OVALS
Grass mowed/Surface safe
Existing hardware ok?
Any other comments?

Yes
Nil
Nil
Significant problem, litter is
constant
No

Yes/No

No
No
No

Yes/No

Yes
One
Water and fencing required.

Yes/No

Yes
Ok
Slasher requires repair.

ROADS INTERNAL
Potholes

Are potholes a minor/moderate Significant to
or significant problem
getting worse
Is the problem better or worse
than the preceding month
Condition of existing signs and Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory
speed humps
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Condition of Street lights
Any other comments?

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

Unsatisfactory
No

ROADS EXTERNAL
Condition of main access road
WDRC Roads
Any other comments?

Good/Acceptable/Poor
Good/acceptable/poor

Poor
Poor
No

FIRE BREAKS AND GRASS
Fire Breaks ok?
Any other comments?

Yes/No

Yes
Fire breaks graded

DOGS AND ANIMALS
Next vet visit
Any other comments?

Date

May
No

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Emergencies Responded to
Any other comments?

Number

No
No

AIRPORT
Airport Reports Completed
Maintained to standard
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes
Yes
Grass slashed, fence repaired.

VEHICLES PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Weekly/monthly servicing
Yes/No
completed
Daily pre-start checks done
Yes/No
Important spare parts present
Yes/No
Major
service
schedules Yes/No
occurring
Is any plant not working
List
Any other comments?

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY
Notifiable Incidents occurred
Notifiable Incidents reported
Test and Tag

Yes/No
Yes/No
Scheduled for …

Has progress been made this Yes/No
month towards completion of
the WH&S Action Plan
Number of new Workers
Compensation Cases
Any other comments?

No
Yes
No
As required
No
We need a mobile service truck
and operator to carry out
inspections and servicing of our
plant on site.
No
No
No idea this will need to go to
tender and have council
approval.
No
Nil
No

OFFICE
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Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Any other comments?
DEPOT
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Yard Condition and Security
Tool cages secure and used
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Yes/No

VISITOR’S ACCOMMODATION
Clean and tidy
Yes/No
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Booking System and Invoicing Yes/No
OK
Any other comments?

NIGHT PATROL
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Number of incidents attended
to
Any other comments?

Yes
I have no idea
Satisfactory
Building
requires
inside and out.

painting

Yes
I have no idea
Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory
Yes
Building require the completion
of the concrete slab floor and
security gates installed.
Yes
I have no idea
Unsatisfactory
Yes
The front of the building needs
to be enclosed to allow safe
passage from the guest rooms
to the guest facilities.
Yes

No

LIBRARY (WADEYE AND PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Clean and tidy
Was it open for all scheduled Yes/No
hours?
Any other comments?
AGED CARE (WADEYE AND PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
POSTAL SERVICES (PEPPIMENARTI AND PALUMPA ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
CENTRELINK SERVICES (PEPPIMENARTI AND PALUMPA ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
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agreement met?
Any other comments?

No

CRECHE (PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
WDRC HOUSING
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Tenancy Agreements up-todate for non- Council staff
Tenancy changes in any houses
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Yes?No
Reason

NON CORE SERVICES
Were
significant
time
or Yes/No
resources devoted to non-core
services

Were difficulties encountered Yes/No
with other agencies
Any other comments?
ADMINISTRATION
Time sheets supplied on time
Payroll processed correctly
Purchase Orders Completed
Invoices raised as required
Weekly work crew plans done
Core services goals for period
on track
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

STAFF
HR Updates provided to Darwin Yes/No
Office as necessary
Total number of staff employed
Number of new staff

Induction completed for new Yes/No
staff
Number of
Performance
Reviews completed this month
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Yes
I have no idea
Satisfactory
Yes
No
No
Yes
I spend a very large amount of
time engaging with our
community assisting them to
deal with all manner of items
and issues.
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
18
1 Night Patrol Team Member
1 Sport and Recreation pending
the approval of her OCHRE card
application.
1 Carer to assist in the delivery
of meals to the nominated age
care pensioners.
Yes
None
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Number
of
performance
reviews scheduled for next
month
Training completed
List
Training Record updated
Yes/No
Upcoming leave that needs Yes/No
relief
Total number of person days
lost due to ‘sorry’ or other
cultural business
Any other comments?
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Events run
by WDRC this List
month
Events held in community this List
month
Upcoming events
List
LOCAL AUTHORITY
Next meeting scheduled
Agenda:
Distributed
to
Members;
Displayed at Council Office; and
Put on web
at least 5 days before meeting
RSM report on WDRC Services
circulated with Agenda
Outstanding Action list updated
and circulated with Agenda
Minutes:
Distributed to Members
Displayed at Council Office; and
Put on web
Within 7 days of meeting
Report to Council on meeting
outcomes provided to CEO
within 7 days of meeting
Any other comments?

None
Nil
No
No
Half day
No
Kids Footy Event and BBQ
None
None

Yes/No
Yes/No

No
No

Yes/No

No

Yes/No

No

Yes/No

No

Yes/No

Yes
No

OUTSTANDING LOCAL AUTHORITY ITEMS
Meeting room upgrade.
VISITING AGENCIES
Visitors to the Office during the month included:
Peppi Police
Wadeye Police
GEC Kirk Whalan
IEC Alex
RJCP team Wadeye
St Vinnie’s volunteers
Menzies team
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ANY OTHER INFORMATION
The grading of the main road has started.
This has been a very dry wet season.
Black spot fund application has been submitted for safety rails over the causeway.
The rubbish dump has been nominated to be relocated, we are waiting to see if we can access the
design used by the East Arnhem Shire Council. There has been no local consultation as yet.
We are waiting to see if we were successful with the ABA grant for a new loader.
The cemetery and oval approval from the NLC is still not finalised.
We are still waiting to hear if we have been successful with our grant application to repair the
community street lights.
RJCP now have the required locations for the meeting shed and sand pit shed to allow the assembly
of the sheds to begin.
I have requested a price to supply flood lights at either end of the causeway as temporary measure
until the causeway fiasco is resolved.
I have requested a price from Power Water Corporation to engineer a water main to add a meter at
the cemetery.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Regional Managers report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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7.3

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

REPORT – REGIONAL SERVICES MANAGER PEPPIMENARTI

Applicant:

Regional Service Manager

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Rose Peckham

4 Positive Outcomes for the month

4 Barriers to Positive Outcomes
How barriers will be overcome

• Community Fun Day – Easter
• Pool fence completed
• Local Authority meeting and training
Lack of feedback /communication
Provide feedback

RUBBISH COLLECTION
Bins collected as per schedule
Yes/No
Number of Wheelie Bins
replaced
Number of cars relocated
Litter
Is litter a minor/moderate or
significant problem
Is litter better or worse than
the preceding month
Any other comments?
LANDFILL
Public Drop off areas tidy
Issues with users?
Any other comments?
CEMETERIES
Is Cemetery neat and tidy

ROADS INTERNAL
Potholes

Nil
Moderate problem.
Bin posts erected by RJCP.
No

Yes/No

No
No
No

Yes/No

To the best of our ability, no
water.
Nil
Bore,
tank
and
fencing
required.

Yes/No

Yes
Ok
Slasher requires repairs.

Number of burials this month
Any other comments?
PARKS AND OVALS
Grass mowed/Surface safe
Existing hardware ok?
Any other comments?

Yes
Nil

Are potholes a minor/moderate Moderate, same
or significant problem
previous month.
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Is the problem better or worse
than the preceding month
Condition of existing signs and Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
speed humps
Condition of Street lights
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Any other comments?

Unsatisfactory – new signage
ordered.
Unsatisfactory.
3 out of 33 street lights
working, still awaiting feedback
to Local Authority.

ROADS EXTERNAL
Condition of main access road
WDRC Roads
Any other comments?

Good/Acceptable/Poor
Good/acceptable/poor

Acceptable
Poor
No

FIRE BREAKS AND GRASS
Fire Breaks ok?
Any other comments?

Yes/No

Yes
Fire breaks currently being
graded.

DOGS AND ANIMALS
Next vet visit
Any other comments?

Date

May
No

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Emergencies Responded to
Any other comments?

Number

No
No

AIRPORT
Airport Reports Completed
Maintained to standard
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes
Yes
Grass to be slashed in May.

VEHICLES PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Weekly/monthly servicing
Yes/No
completed
Daily pre-start checks done
Yes/No
Important spare parts present
Yes/No
Major
service
schedules Yes/No
occurring
Is any plant not working
List
Any other comments?

WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY
Notifiable Incidents occurred
Notifiable Incidents reported
Test and Tag
Has progress been made this
month towards completion of
the WH&S Action Plan

Yes/No
Yes/No
Scheduled for …
Yes/No
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Yes
Yes
No
As required.
Yes – tipper, slasher.
We need a mobile service truck
and operator to carry out
inspections and servicing of our
plant on site.
No
No
In process with HR Officer
No
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Number of new Workers
Compensation Cases
Any other comments?
OFFICE
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Any other comments?
DEPOT
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Yard Condition and Security
Tool cages secure and used
Any other comments?
VISITOR’S ACCOMMODATION
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security

Nil
No
Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Yes/No

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory

Booking System and Invoicing Yes/No
OK
Any other comments?
NIGHT PATROL
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Number of incidents attended
to
Any other comments?
LIBRARY (WADEYE AND PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Clean and tidy
Was it open for all scheduled Yes/No
hours?
Any other comments?
AGED CARE (WADEYE AND PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
POSTAL SERVICES (PEPPIMENARTI AND PALUMPA ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
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Yes
Unsure
Satisfactory
Building
requires
inside and out.

painting

Yes
Unsure
Unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Yes
Yard needs fencing in order to
secure items.
Yes
Unsure
Unsatisfactory – Peppi House
VQ – Satisfactory.
Yes
Peppi House requires repairs.
Yes
Nil
No
No
No
Condemned building
Yes
No
Yes
No
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CENTRELINK SERVICES (PEPPIMENARTI AND PALUMPA ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
CRECHE (PEPPIMENARTI ONLY)
Conditions
of
service Yes/No
agreement met?
Any other comments?
WDRC HOUSING
Clean and tidy
Date of last WH&S Audit
Building condition and security
Tenancy Agreements up-todate for non- Council staff
Tenancy changes in any houses
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Yes?No
Reason

NON CORE SERVICES
Were
significant
time
or Yes/No
resources devoted to non-core
services
Were difficulties encountered Yes/No
with other agencies
Any other comments?
ADMINISTRATION
Time sheets supplied on time
Payroll processed correctly
Purchase Orders Completed
Invoices raised as required
Weekly work crew plans done
Core services goals for period
on track
Any other comments?

Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

STAFF
HR Updates provided to Darwin Yes/No
Office as necessary
Total number of staff employed
Number of new staff
Induction completed for new Yes/No
staff
Number of
Performance
Reviews completed this month
Number
of
performance
reviews scheduled for next
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Yes
No
Yes
Sprinkler heads broken through
neglect – all repaired.
Yes
Unsure
Satisfactory
Yes
No
No
Yes – assistance provided to
community members in terms
of banking, housing, school
enrolments and travel, etc.
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
23
1 Indigenous Environmental
Health Worker.
Yes
None
None
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month
Training completed
List
Training Record updated
Yes/No
Upcoming leave that needs Yes/No
relief
Total number of person days
lost due to ‘sorry’ or other
cultural business
Any other comments?
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Events run
by WDRC this List
month
Events held in community this List
month
Upcoming events
List
LOCAL AUTHORITY
Next meeting scheduled
Agenda:
Distributed
to
Members;
Displayed at Council Office; and
Put on web
at least 5 days before meeting
RSM report on WDRC Services
circulated with Agenda
Outstanding Action list updated
and circulated with Agenda
Minutes:
Distributed to Members
Displayed at Council Office; and
Put on web
Within 7 days of meeting
Report to Council on meeting
outcomes provided to CEO
within 7 days of meeting
Any other comments?

1 – undergoing training.
No
RSM in June.
0
No
None
Easter fun day.
None

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes
Yes

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

Yes

Yes/No

Yes
No

OUTSTANDING LOCAL AUTHORITY ITEMS
Street lighting
VISITING AGENCIES
Visitors to the Office during the month included:
Kirk Whelan – Government Engagement Coordinator
NT Housing Contractors – Plumping and Electrical
Paul & Dave – Asbuild NT
Nathan & Rohan – Alenco NT
Steve Nolan – Plumber
Brien Holden Vision
TEABBA Technicians
West Daly Regional Council Staff
NT Environmental Health Officers
Hearing Health Program Officers
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Children’s Dental Services
ANY OTHER INFORMATION
• The grading of the internal roads has started.
• NDRRA application submitted to the CEO for the Wudicupildiyerr Road.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Regional Managers report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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8

FINANANCE REPORTS

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Director of Corporate Services

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Peter Carter

SUMMARY
As part of the reporting procedures the finance report is submitted to the Council.
BACKGROUND
Attached are:
1. Minutes of Finance Committee Meeting 21 April 2015 – Resolution required
2. Finance Report – Resolution required
3.
a)
Cash and Investments Table at 30 April 2015
b)
Restricted Funds Table at 30 April 2015
c)
Community Activity Table to 30 April 2015
d)
Profit & Loss to 30 April 2015
4. Action Item – For noting
5. Procurement Policy Amendment – Resolution required
Item 2 Minutes of Finance Committee Meeting 21 April 2015 – for Resolution
Resolution: THAT the minutes be accepted as a true record of the Meeting
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Item 2.b Cash
Investments

and

At 30 April 2015

Cash at Bank
Cash on Hand
Cheque Account
Investment Account
Term Deposits
Total Cash at Bank
Debtors
Trade
Rates - due 8 Dec 14
Other – Interest/GST/ Deposit
Total Debtors

2,692
29,258
1,937,045
1,750,000
$3,718,995
Current
64,873
0
60,220

30 Days
26,808
0
0

60 Days
4,865
0
0

90 Days
22,807
35,485
0

Creditors
Current
Trade
241,194
Other - PAYG/GST/NLC Lease
fees
327,270
Total Creditors

30 Days
11,931

60 Days
756

90 Days
7,828

0

0

0

327,270
$588,979

Employee Entitlements

0

0

0

$639,977

639,977

Reconciliation of Funds
Balance as per General Ledger
Add: Outstanding Debtors
Less: Outstanding Creditors
Less: Employee Entitlements

119,353
35,485
60,220
$215,058

261,709

31,950
215,058
588,979
639,977

Add: Investment Account
Total Cash & Receivables
Available

3,687,045

Unspent Grants & Subsidies

$2,160,612

Funds Available to Council

$544,485
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Financial Position at
30 April 2015

$544,485

Unrestricted Funds

$215,058

$588,979

Money Owed to Council

Program Funds Unspent

$639,977

$2,160,612

LSL, AL Entitlements
Current Employees
Money Owed to Suppliers
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Item 2 Restricted Cash Funds Table 30th April 2015
Description

Program Activity

Full Year Budget

Actual Income Actual
Committed Available for Result
Expenses &
Program
Capital

Council Activities

1,784,562

1,595,624

4,136,226

97,144

(2,637,746)

NTG – Operational Subsidy & FAA General Working capital funding
Purpose

2,724,035

2,175,277

0

0

2,175,277

4,508,597

3,770,901

4,136,226

97,144

(462,469)

Non-Cash Transaction; Depreciation Council
Assets

0

0

1,505,184

0

(1,505,184)

Unrestricted Funds

4,508,597

3,770,901

2,631,042

97,144

1,042,715

Operational Funding – Non Reportable
Committed
funds
awaiting
special
assistance grant funds
receipt
March reporting trigger
tranche
2
special
assistance
funding
$425,587
Use of buildings, plant
and equipment, vehicles
previously purchased

Specific Purpose Funding - Reportable
NTG - SPG Establishment Grant

Asset purchases on demerger 1,000,000

1,000,000

788,460

95,332

116,208

NTG – SPG No Acquittal

Palumpa Building Vandalism

0

3,850

0

0

3,850

NTG - Local Authorities Funding

LA administration funding

195,918

197,023

110,830

10,875

75,318

NTG - Local Authority Projects

LA projects funding

416,286

416,286

4,073

40,663

371,550

50/50 salary matching of non- 592,343
funded indigenous staff
NTG - Municipal & Essential Services Funding
Funds
for
outstation 280,854
infrastructure maintenance
NTG - Outstations and Homelands - Housing Funds for outstation housing 103,184
Maintenance
maintenance
NTG- SPG Outstations 4 items
Assets; tractor, trailer, Water 93,716
Tank, Solar System

592,343

406,166

0

186,177

274,065

166,535

2,249

105,282

124,280

104,898

15

19,367

93,716

51,391

39,200

3,125

NTG - Indigenous Development Jobs Funding
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NTG - Jobs Package 3 ESO

121,458

84,613

0

36,845

109,200

1,040

0

108,160

NTG - Sports & Recreation funding

Outstation salary for service 0
officers
Funds for repairs to specific 0
outstation dwellings
Sport & Rec activities
91,250

91,250

79,158

7,801

4,291

NTG - Youth Vibe Holiday Grant

Sport & Rec activities

2,000

3,964

1,999

0

1,965

NTG - AFL Footy Carnival Palumpa

Sport & Rec activities

0

1,300

1,253

0

47

AG - Sport and Recreation: Jobs Creation

Salary funding

191,107

191,107

105,052

0

86,055

AG - Sport and Rec: Indigenous Program Salary funding
Coordinator

105,000

105,000

78,674

0

26,326

NTG - Health: Home Community Care

Aged Care services

75,764

79,060

54,582

1,851

22,627

AG - Health: Flexible Aged Care

Aged Care services

1,558,962

1,558,962

1,347,564

3,162

208,237

AG - CACP

Aged Care services

30,000

0

8,363

0

(8,363)

AG - Aged Care Repairs

Repairs to Aged Care facility

0

0

444

12,173

(12,617)

NTG - Homelands Extra Allowance
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Dept
Health
assessing
clients
Peppi
Funding
application
$127,900
lodged with
Dept
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Item 2.d Community Activity Table

PROGRAM - Palumpa
AD - Administration
AE - Aerodromes
AF - Asset Management
CA - Commercial Arrangement
CM - Cemeteries
CP - Community Patrol
EM - Elected Members
HS - Housing - Staff Housing
LA - Local Authorities
MB - Media and Broadcasting
OC - Outstations and Homelands
PG - Parks and Gardens
RC - Street Cleaning
RM - Roads
SG - Special Purpose Grants
SR - Sport and Rec
WM - Waste Management
WO - Women's Resources
WS - Work Health and Safety
YS - Youth Services
TOTAL:

At 30 April 2015

Full
Year Income
Funding
Actuals
413,430
451,698
0
0
320,000
286,834
210,946
151,228
0
0
256,747
237,285
0
825
2,000
27,240
58,080
58,080
46,271
51,162
0
197,502
0
44,725
0
0
268,664
126,077
0
3,850
112,768
132,913
44,797
47,195
0
0
0
0
2,000
3,300
1,735,703
1,819,914

Municipal & Essential Services
Funding
Total
Spend to Net Funds
Annual
Date
Funding
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Income
Budget
385,359
0
320,000
149,985
0
237,285
0
1,514
58,080
46,271
0
0
0
208,283
0
112,768
44,797
0
0
2,000
1,566,341

Expense
Actuals
166,926
13,134
19,062
102,775
3,282
175,373
16,591
7,600
5,897
38,981
58,639
75,933
16,417
66,512
0
98,666
54,155
495
521
2,706
923,666

Housing Maintenance
Funding
Total
Spend to Net Funds
Annual
Date
Funding

Expense
Budget
184,323
9,257
0
86,664
0
180,018
15,859
7,961
24,304
29,325
0
54,873
0
150,347
0
76,237
84,411
0
0
2,000
905,581

Commitments Net Funds
910
0
42,984
9,227
0
0
0
3,756
1,165
0
0
8,182
0
79,908
0
0
0
0
0
0
146,133

283,863
(13,134)
224,787
39,225
(3,282)
61,912
(15,766)
15,884
51,018
12,181
138,863
(39,390)
(16,417)
(20,343)
3,850
34,247
(6,960)
(495)
(521)
594
750,116

Homelands Extra Allowance
Funding
Total
Spend to Net Funds
Funding Date
Requested

Asset
Purchases
909
0
360,346
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
29,854
0
0
478
0
0
0
0
0
391,588

Total Net
Funds
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Merrepen
Nama
Nermarluk
Wudapuli
Total

44,421
6,030
44,421
19,769
114,641

15,815
3,356
30,436
12,718
62,326

28,606
2,674
13,985
7,051
52,315
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21,096
3,057
21,096
12,228
57,477

5,362
611
4,219
2,806
12,998

15,734
2,446
16,877
9,422
44,478

31,200
20,800
20,800
0
72,800

0
0
260
0
260

31,200
20,800
20,540
0
72,540

75,539
25,920
51,402
16,473
169,334
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PROGRAM - Peppi
AD - Administration
AE - Aerodromes
AF - Asset Management
AG - Aged & Disability Services
CA - Commercial Arrangement
CH - Child Care Emu Point
CM - Cemeteries
CP - Community Patrol
EM - Elected Members
HS - Housing - Staff Housing
LA - Local Authorities
LI - Libraries
MB - Media and Broadcasting
OC - Outstations and Homelands
PG - Parks and Gardens
PL - Pools
RC - Street Cleaning
RM - Roads
SG - Special Purpose Grants
SR - Sport and Rec
WM - Waste Management
WS - Work Health and Safety
TOTAL:

Full
Year Income
Funding
Actuals
608,388
458,150
0
0
250,000
172,510
184,070
128,489
165,547
125,960
167,684
151,764
0
0
256,747
237,285
0
0
2,000
945
31,627
31,627
30,454
30,454
45,201
50,358
121,458
329,032
0
30,065
0
59,091
0
0
104,943
126,077
0
0
39,768
52,339
36,288
38,207
0
0
2,044,175
2,022,352

Municipal & Essential Services
Funding
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Income
Budget
482,342
0
250,000
177,633
130,506
142,532
0
245,069
0
1,367
31,627
30,454
45,201
121,458
0
0
0
104,943
0
39,768
36,288
0
1,839,187

Housing Maintenance
Funding

Expense
Actuals
219,241
11,190
10,076
120,446
44,542
103,536
2,797
134,302
85,920
5,880
570
10,488
26,055
139,930
59,007
8,288
13,987
65,498
0
17,411
51,554
521
1,131,240

Expense
Budget
240,495
11,811
0
121,428
46,036
109,735
0
155,496
79,250
8,349
28,549
18,254
30,608
63,013
48,952
4,283
0
79,565
0
17,581
79,624
0
1,143,028
Homelands
Funding

Commitments Net Funds
2,837
0
0
1,798
17,800
2,371
0
15,754
2,000
0
0
0
3,760
0
295
14,496
0
18,584
0
0
0
0
79,695
Extra

236,072
(11,190)
162,434
6,244
63,618
45,857
(2,797)
87,228
(87,920)
(4,935)
31,057
19,966
20,543
189,102
(29,238)
36,307
(13,987)
41,996
0
34,928
(13,347)
(521)
811,418

Asset
Purchases
909
0
161,688
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
29,854
0
0
0
478
0
0
0
192,930

Allowance
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Total
Annual
Funding
Deleye
17,894
Mulingi
26,846
Uminyuluk 17,894
Total
62,634

Spend to Net Funds
Date
10,420
9,528
10,079
30,026

7,474
17,318
7,815
32,608
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Total
Annual
Funding
7,032
10,547
7,032
24,611

Spend to Net Funds
Date
1,406
2,110
1,586
5,102

5,626
8,437
5,446
19,509

Total
Spend to Net Funds
Funding Date
Requested
5,200
260
4,940
20,800
520
20,280
0
0
0
26,000
780
25,220

Total
Net
Funds
18,040
46,036
13,261
77,336
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PROGRAM - Wadeye
AD - Administration
AE - Aerodromes
AF - Asset Management
AG - Aged & Disability Services
CA - Commercial Arrangement
CE - Chief Executive
CM - Cemeteries
CP - Community Patrol
EM - Elected Members
HS - Housing - Staff Housing
LA - Local Authorities
LI - Libraries
MB - Media and Broadcasting
OC - Outstations and Homelands
PG - Parks and Gardens
PL - Pools
RC - Street Cleaning
RM - Roads
SG - Special Purpose Grants
SR - Sport and Rec
VC - Vacation Care
WM - Waste Management
WO - Women's Resources
WS - Work Health and Safety
TOTAL:

Full
Year Income
Funding
Actuals
1,002,602
1,583,821
0
0
430,000
264,162
1,713,676
1,325,003
596,555
250,073
0
0
0
0
752,025
474,570
0
473
18,000
36,920
539,597
540,702
82,906
83,406
114,248
106,233
356,296
236,498
0
427
20,000
109,091
0
0
362,558
335,539
0
0
237,822
212,656
41,156
40,867
320,640
263,347
56,337
78,837
0
0
6,644,418
5,942,624

Municipal & Essential Services
Funding
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Income
Budget
1,128,453
0
430,000
1,434,058
348,219
0
0
474,570
0
13,143
539,597
82,906
114,248
161,507
0
20,000
0
245,885
0
195,379
30,867
244,152
56,337
0
5,519,319

Housing Maintenance
Funding

Expense
Actuals
277,595
20,346
6,333
1,308,057
230,243
12,765
5,087
532,520
85,665
127,090
58,597
32,007
49,088
100,632
199,455
113,288
25,428
119,500
308
130,183
6,725
130,120
33,534
869
3,605,435

Expense
Budget
585,823
21,409
0
1,145,323
179,852
0
0
505,532
80,841
24,357
484,804
43,483
69,820
143,953
161,014
64,934
0
228,995
0
114,838
16,128
141,328
32,737
0
4,045,170
Homelands
Funding

Commitments Net Funds
11,993
0
19,745
6,366
(1,162)
835
0
107,987
0
75,203
49,321
545
0
45,404
9,854
0
0
188,623
0
8,229
0
2,065
0
0
525,007
Extra

1,294,234
(20,346)
238,084
10,580
20,992
(13,600)
(5,087)
(165,938)
(85,192)
(165,373)
432,785
50,853
57,145
90,462
(208,882)
(4,197)
(25,428)
27,416
(308)
74,244
34,143
131,161
45,302
(869)
1,812,182

Asset
Purchases
59,272
0
211,328
6,065
0
23,350
0
51,833
0
87,310
0
0
0
45,491
0
66,354
0
0
(308)
0
0
0
0
0
550,696

Allowance
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Fossil
Kuy
Old
Mission
Total

Total
Annual
Funding
20,393
30,604
27,043

Spend to Net Funds
Date

Spend to Net Funds
Date

10,265
17,349
15,169

Total
Annual
Funding
14,064
14,064
14,064

10,128
13,255
11,874

78,040

35,257

2,813
3,173
5,008

42,783

42,192

10,993
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Total Net
Funds

11,251
10,891
9,056

Total
Spend to Net Funds
Funding Date
Requested
0
0
0
0
0
0
10,400
0
10,400

31,199

10,400

84,382

0

10,400

21,516
28,240
34,625
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Item 3.e Income and Expenditure
Profit and Loss Report
For Period Ending 30 April 2015
INCOME
Rates and Annual Charges
Grants and Subsidies
Other Current Income
Profit/Loss on Disposal
Total Income

At 30 April 2015
Year To Date Jul - Apr 15
Actual
Budget
Variance

Annual
Budget

958,979
10,194,763
561,505
2,911
11,718,156

1,084,449
9,178,534
456,288
0
10,719,271

(125,470)
1,016,229
105,217
2,911
998,886

1,236,014
10,447,052
548,548
0
12,231,614

EXPENDITURE
Employees
Councillors
Operational Expenses
IT & Other Expenses
Local Authority Expenses
Total Expenditure

4,169,800
194,962
3,272,464
1,074,023
6,916
8,718,165

3,927,667
190,208
3,447,765
929,475
11,597
8,506,712

(242,133)
(4,754)
175,301
(144,547)
4,681
(211,453)

5,042,249
242,798
4,537,517
1,198,233
17,100
11,037,898

Operating Net Surplus/(Deficit)

2,999,992

2,212,559

787,433

1,193,716

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Total Capital Expenditure

902,099

1,193,716

(291,617)

1,193,716

NON-CASH EXPENDITURE
Total Non-Cash Expenditure

1,505,184

0

(1,505,184)

0

Net Surplus/(Deficit)
Capital

592,708

1,018,843

2,584,234

0

after
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Income to 30 April 2015
$14,000,000
$12,000,000
$10,000,000
$8,000,000

Jul-Apr Actual

$6,000,000

Jul-Apr Budget

$4,000,000

Annual Budget

$2,000,000
$0

NT Govt Funding

Aust Govt Funding
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Council Income

Total Income
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Expenditure to 30 April 2015
$12,000,000

$10,000,000

$8,000,000

Jul-Apr Actual
$6,000,000

Jul-Apr Budget
$4,000,000

Annual Budget

$2,000,000

$0

Employee
Expenditure

Councillors
Expenditure

Operational
Expenses
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IT and Other
Expenses

LA Cmte
Sitting Fees

Capital
Expenditure

Depreciation

Total
Expenditure
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Income: Actual -v- Budget for period
to 30 April 2015
$12,000,000

Actual - Government
Funding

$10,000,000

Budget - Government
Funding

$8,000,000

Actual - Council Income

$6,000,000
$4,000,000

Budget - Council Income

$2,000,000
$0
Jul-14

Aug-14

Sep-14

Oct-14
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Nov-14

Dec-14

Jan-15

Feb-15

Mar-15

Apr-15
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Expenditure: Actual -v- Budget for period
to 30 April 2015
Actual - Employee Expenditure

$4,500,000

Budget - Employee Expenditure

$4,000,000
$3,500,000

Actual - Operational Expenses

$3,000,000
$2,500,000

Budget - Operational Expenses

$2,000,000

Actual - Depreciation, IT and Other Expenses

$1,500,000

Budget - Depreciation, IT and Other Expenses

$1,000,000
$500,000

Actual - Councillors Expenditure

$0
Jul-14

Aug-14

Sep-14

Oct-14

Nov-14

Dec-14

Jan-15

Feb-15

Mar-15

Apr-15

Budget - Councillors Expenditure
Actual - LA Cmte Sitting Fees
Budget - LA Cmte Sitting Fees
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Item 2 FINANCE REPORT – continued – for Resolution
Resolution: THAT Council receives and notes the finance report for the period 1 July to 30 April 2015.
Item 3. Action Items – for Noting
1. Payments authorisation.
Due to leave requirements a pool of approved persons is required to be established to ensure
availability for authorisation of WDRC payments.
Jade Hamilton, HR Officer has been issued with an authorisation token from CBA to act as a second
authority on WDRC electronic payments. Dual authorisation for payments will be enacted when CBA
finalise the application process.
For noting
Item 4. Procurement Policy Amendment – Resolution required
WHAT IS THE ISSUE TO BE ADDRESSED:
Management requires amendment of the procedure level values within the Procurement Policy.
WHAT IS THE DECISION TO BE MADE:
THAT Council adopts the attached amended policy titled: 1.2.3 Procurement.
SUMMARY
Management are seeking to change the procedure level values within the Procurement Policy.
Currently these levels are:
Purchase Cost (excl. GST)

Procedure

Up to $999
Over $1,000 but less than $5,000
Over $5,001 but less than $10,000
Over $10,001 but less than $100,000
Over $100,000

Direct procurement
One quotation (written or verbal) to be sought
Three quotations (written or verbal) to be obtained
Three written quotations to be obtained
Three tenders to be obtained through open tender

Amended level requested:
Purchase Cost (excl. GST)

Procedure

Up to $2,000
Over $2,001 but less than $10,000
Over $10,001 but less than $100,000
Over $100,000

Direct procurement
One quotation (written or verbal) to be sought
Three written quotations to be obtained
Three tenders to be obtained through open tender

Further amendment will be required to the Admin & Accounting Procedures, Policies Delegations.
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Function
Approve Purchase Orders

Amount and/or Qualification (Where
applicable)
For service/s up to $5,000
For division up to $50,000 (Sign
together with relevant Director)
For organisation in excess of $50,000

Delegated
Authority
Manager
Director

Amount and/or Qualification (Where
applicable)
For goods and service/s within
directorate and approved budget up
to $5,000
For the organisation assets, goods and
service/s within approved budget up
to $50,000
For the organisation assets, goods and
service/ up to $100,000

Delegated
Authority
RSM

CEO

Amended level requested:
Function
Approve Purchase Orders

Director
Corporate
Services
CEO

BACKGROUND
To comply with the procurement policy council staff can make purchases up to $999 and are
required to obtain 3 quotes (written or verbal) for purchases between $5,001 and $10,000. Due to
the reduction in purchasing power of money many goods that the council require now are priced in
this range and are goods or services that the council requires to provide services to the community.
Staff are finding that suppliers are not responding to quote requests as the value of the purchase is
not significant to them which is particularly evident for purchases between $1,000 and $2,000. This
lack of response from suppliers is limiting the ability of Council to undertake programs in a timely
manner.
COMMENT
Staff are required to act in the best interest of the Council via policies that are in place and pending.
Refer:
•
•

324 DRAFT Fraud Protection Plan – 2014.
2.1.5 Staff Code of Conduct.

Delegations of spending and approval remain as per policies that are in place and pending. Refer:
• 318 DRAFT – Admin & Accounting Procedures, Policies Delegations.
CONSULTATION
Management and RSMs.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
The LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCOUNTING) REGULATIONS prescribe procedures which Council must
follow when seeking quotations from suppliers:
•
•
•

Part 13 Quotations and tenders
Division 1 General requirements
28 Quotations
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(1) Subject to the Council's policies, a Council need not obtain quotations for the provision of
supplies if the cost of the supplies is $10,000 or less.
(2) If a Council proposes to obtain supplies at a cost of more than $10,000 but not more than
$100,000, the Council must obtain written quotations from at least 3 possible suppliers and the
Council must choose a supplier from amongst those submitting written quotations.
(3) If it is not practicable to obtain quotations from 3 possible suppliers under Subregulation (2), the
Council must obtain as many as practicable and must record in writing its reasons for not
obtaining the 3 quotations.
Amending the Procurement Policy will not conflict with this Regulation. A complete version of the
amended Procurement Policy is attached.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The change will require that the Council delegate the CEO to make decisions up to $100,000 and
over $100,000, Council will decide.
Justification: If this did not occur anything over $50,000 would require Council approval, we meet Bimonthly and this would not work.
RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT Finance Committee recommends to Council the change in the Procurement Policy to read:
Purchase Cost (excl. GST)

Procedure

Up to $2,000
Over $2,001 but less than $10,000
Over $10,001 but less than $100,000
Over $100,000

Direct procurement
One quotation (written or verbal) to be sought
Three written quotations to be obtained
Three tenders to be obtained through open tender

Function
Approve Purchase Orders

Amount and/or Qualification (Where
applicable)
For goods and service/s within
directorate and approved budget up
to $5,000
For the organisation assets, goods and
service/s within approved budget up
to $50,000
For the organisation assets, goods and
service/ up to $100,000

Delegated
Authority
RSM
Director
Corporate
Services
CEO

Resolution: THAT Council adopts the attached policy 1.2.3 Procurement.
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POLICY
Procurement
1.2.3

1.

SUMMARY

The procurement (or purchasing) policy and procedures contained herein apply to all employees of
West Daly Regional Council and represents Council policy.
Overall, Council is committed to carrying out business with its suppliers and clients in an equitable,
professional and efficient manner. It is also conscious of the need to support local traders and
businesses and those suppliers who, while not resident within the boundaries of West Daly Region,
provide services to regional communities.
Sections 28 to 30 of the Local Government (Accounting) Regulations apply.
2.

DEFINITIONS

A “contract” is an agreement between Council and an external supplier for provision of specified
work, goods or services.
“Delegations” are the authority given by Council to specific officers employed by Council to make
decisions in relation to the negotiation of, or entering into, contracts for the carrying out of work,
the supply of goods and services to Council.
“Period Contracts” are specific arrangements with a supplier following their selection by a public
tender process. The agreements have specific commencing and finishing dates and are advertised
initially with all similar suppliers.
“Preferred Supplier Arrangement” is an arrangement entered into between the Council and a
particular supplier for supply of goods or services up to $100,000 per transaction.
“Purchasing Agreement” is a contract for the supply of goods or services under agreed pricing and
other conditions relating to delivery, quality of goods or services or timing. The arrangements are
regularly reviewed by Finance.
“Specifications” are a detailed description of the work to be executed, the goods or materials to be
supplied or the service to be rendered.
A “Tender” refers to a detailed quotation by a supplier of goods or services in response to a general
advertisement by Council. A tender includes details of the goods and services to be offered, pricing
conditions, delivery terms and quality of the items. Public tenders must be kept in a locked tender
box and opened only under specific conditions after the published conclusion date and time has
passed.
3.
3.1

POLICY
All purchasing arrangements for West Daly Regional Council will be based on the following
procurement principles:
open and effective competition;
value for money;
listed Preferred Suppliers;
enhancement of the capabilities of local business and industry;
environmental protection;
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-

ethical behaviour and fair and equitable dealing; and
advancement of employment opportunities for those residing within Council’s area.

3.2 Council purchasing officers are required to adhere to the following:
Purchase Cost (excl. GST)

Procedure

Up to $2,000
Over $2,001 but less than $10,000
Over $10,001 but less than $100,000
Over $100,000

Direct procurement
One quotation (written or verbal) to be sought
Three written quotations to be obtained
Three tenders to be obtained through open tender

3.3

Where a verbal quote has been sourced, details including description of goods or services
being purchased, the name and contact details of the supplier and the quoted purchase cost
should be recorded by the enquiring employee in the ‘comments’ section of the purchase
requisition within the Technology One system. A written quotation is to be attached to the
purchase requisition.

3.4

Where the value of the goods and services is expected to exceed $100,000, public tenders
must be called through public notices in local newspapers, i.e. Katherine Times and the NT
News, and a further notice placed on Council’s website. This notice will include:
-

a description of the goods or services required;
how a prospective tendered can source specific details of the goods or services
required including contact details of the employee handling the tender process;
how tenders should be lodged; and
the tender closing date and time.

3.5

All tenders shall be kept confidential until their official opening and marked accordingly. All
tenders delivered, mailed or e-mailed to specified addresses should be received in sealed
envelopes (or sealed in the case of e-mails) and lodged in a locked tender box at the Council
office. Faxed tenders will not be accepted for security and privacy reasons.

3.6

Following the advertised closing date and time of a public tender, any tenders received in
response to a public advertisement as outlined in Clause 5, shall be opened either before
Council itself, a Council Committee established for that purpose or a panel of three (3)
members of Council staff comprising one executive member, one Program Manager and a
person from Council’s Finance area.

3.7

Any member of a tender evaluation committee should declare any conflict of interest to a
senior manager and, if possible, should not take any further involvement particularly with
tender assessment.

3.8

If, following tender evaluation, no tender is acceptable in its presented form, negotiations
will be conducted with any/all of the tenderers with preference being given to the highest
assessed tenderer.

3.9

In the event that a tender called for in Clause 5 is accepted, Council should advise the
outcome in writing to all tenderers and on Council’s website.

3.10

Public tenders will include details of where full specifications can be obtained, closing date
and lodgement of tenders and contact point for queries.
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3.11

The tender period will only be extended if there is a late or complex addendum to the
specifications or if the original period specified is insufficient for contractors to obtain prices
from suppliers or subcontractors. When there is a late addendum, tenderers should note on
their tenders that they have taken this addendum into account.

3.12

The report prepared for Council following the opening of tenders, especially when the
proposed expenditure is outside the Chief Executive Officer’s delegation, will outline the
tenders received, a comparison of prices and performance reports, results of any interviews
and reference checks, financial considerations and recommendation.

3.13

Quotations or tenders are not required for the purchase of land, a consultancy or other
professional service, travel and accommodation or in any instance where the Minister
dispenses with the requirements under Section 30 of the Local Government (Accounting)
Regulations.

3.14

Similarly quotations are not required to be sought if the supplies or services are to be
obtained from a supplier or contractor who has a similar contract with
-

the Northern Territory Government;
the Commonwealth Government;
a State or another Territory;
another Council*;
a local government subsidiary*; or
Local Government Association of NT (LGANT)*.

*subject to conditions of Regulation 30 (3) of the Local Government (Accounting)
Regulations
3.15

Local Buy is a part of the National Procurement Network to which LGANT is a member.
Therefore if Council purchases through Local Buy, it is not obligated to apply public tender
requirements in Clause 2.

3.16

Under no circumstances are orders to be split so that the total value of the order falls under
the amount of the individual’s delegated authority or reduce the value of the purchase to a
level where written quotations are not mandatory. This would be considered as violating
Council’s Fraud and Corruption Policy and could result in deferment of the purchase until an
investigation can be completed.

3.17

Council employees are particularly instructed to always consider local traders and businesses
and those suppliers who, while not resident within the boundaries of West Daly Region,
provide services to regional communities within it.
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3.18

Financial delegations covering purchases are:

Function

Amount and/or Qualification (Where applicable)

Approve Purchase Orders

Delegated
Authority
For goods and service/s within directorate and RSM
approved budget up to $5,000
For the organisation assets, goods and service/s Director
within approved budget up to $50,000
Corporate
Services
For the organisation assets, goods and service/ CEO
up to $100,000

(Refer also to Policy #3.1.8 – HR and Finance Delegations).
REFERENCES
Local Government Act
Local Government (Accounting) Regulations
FURTHER INFORMATION:
Director Corporate Services
VOTING REQUIREMENT

Approved by:
Approval Date:
Minute Number:
Review Date:
Review Authority:

Simple majority
Applicable to:

Council
1st July, 2015
(annually)
Director
Corporate
Services
All
Council
employees

RECOMMENDATION
1 THAT Council receives and notes the finance report for the period 1 July 2014 to 30 April 2015.
2 THAT Council adopts the attached policy 1.2.3 Procurement.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
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9

GRANTS OFFICER REPORT

Applicant:

Grants Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Fiona Kelly

ACTIVITY REPORT
Grant application submissions:
• Seniors Month Grants – $361.40
• Family Safe Environment Fund – Palumpa lights - $16,475
• Special Purpose Grant – Round two – Upgrade of remote community office facilities $117,049
• EOI – EPA – Wadeye clean up day - $4,641
• NAIDOC week – Palumpa NAIDOC celebration - $5000
• NDRRA Manthathpe Crossing - $199,320
• Aged Care Facility Funding Application - $8,206
• Aged Care Services Improvement and Healthy Ageing Grants Fund - $130,000
Grant funding money received for the grants below:
• SPG staff housing - $235,000
• Homelands Extra Allowance - $135,200
Reporting on the following grants has been completed:
• Childcare utilization reports for Emu point and Wadeye VAC
• Active remote communities funding report
• Roads to Recovery report
• SPG – Budget assistance report
• HACC – MDS report
Grant acquittal:
• CBF – Community Organisation Grants – Palumpa – Table, water bubbler and chairs
Common seal has been applied to grant items below:
• Seniors Month Grants application – Pool aids for Wadeye seniors swimming
• Homelands Extra Allowance – Additional acceptance offer
• Department of Social Services – Deed variation No 1 – HACC funding 4 month extension
COMMENT (and identification of any potential issues)
Discussions continue to take place on a few remaining grants from Victoria Daly Regional Council. It
is unknown when a resolution will be found. Reports are underway for April. The common seal has
been applied to two grant or variation agreements. Grant opportunities continue to be researched.
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VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Grants Officers Activity Report for March and April 2015.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER REPORT

Applicant:

Human Resources Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Jade Hamilton

SUMMARY
Human Resources Officer’s report for the Ordinary General Meeting being held on Wednesday 20th
May, 2015.
HUMAN RESOURCES REPORT 20th MAY 2015
The HR report will provide Council with up to date information relating to employee relations and
industrial relations matters throughout the West Daly region.
Head Office
Head office would like to farewell Peter Carter, who has resigned from his position of Director
Corporate Services/Finance Manager. Peter has been a pleasure to work with and will be missed.
Council has created two new positions in the organisation chart – Finance Manager which will be
based in the Head Office and will undertake all finance functions for Council including overseeing
those of Councilbiz, and Director of Council Services, which will be based in Wadeye and will oversee
all regional services. Discussions have also been taking place regarding a restructure of the customer
services area at Wadeye.
Council Staffing levels
• Palumpa has a total of 17 employees, with 9 full time, 1 part time, and 7 casual employees.
Palumpa welcomes on board Elizabeth Jacky, who is working as a casual Centrelink Officer,
Carmen Wodidj, Sport and Recreation Officer, and Siany Hodgins, Palumpa’s new Sport &
Recreation Team Leader. Siany replaces Sam Nowicki, who resigned from his position and
will be sorely missed.
• Peppimenarti currently have 27 employees, with 10 full time, 11 part time and 6 casual
employees. Peppi welcomes on board Linda Gilbert, Cleaner, Jonathan Lalda, Night Patrol
Officer, and Aneisia Kundu, Sport & Recreation Trainee. Peppi also farewells Jake Bonney,
who resigned from his position as Sport & Recreation Trainee and was an asset to the Sport
& Rec team in Peppi.
• Wadeye has 44 staff, 22 of which are full time, 16 are part time and 7 are casual. Wadeye
welcomes on board 2 new Civil Services Labourers, Lindsay Paddy and Michael Pupuli; Matt
Lucas, Wadeye’s new Sport & Recreation Team Leader; Troy Hayes, Senior Works
Supervisor; Wayne Shannon – Assistant Pool Attendant; and Sport and Recreation Assistant,
Calvin Jinjair.
• Total staff within the Council including Darwin, sits at 93, with 71 (or 76%) being of
Indigenous ethnicity.
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Currently recruiting
• Trainee Broadcasting Officers – Wadeye
• Night Patrol Officers – Wadeye
• Finance Manager – Darwin
• Director of Council Services – Wadeye
Staff Performance & Turnover
• In the period mid March to mid May, there were 3 resignations, 1 end of contract and 6
terminations.
• Staff attendance is being raised as an issue again in all 3 communities, with several warnings
issued for unauthorised absences and terminations occurring due to abandonment of
employment.
Staff Training
• Peppimenarti Community Night Patrol staff have been undertaking the Certificate III in
Community Night Patrol in Katherine. Wadeye and Palumpa CNP have also been undertaking
their Certificate III in Wadeye on a monthly basis.
• Bronze Medallion training was undertaken by 3 staff in Wadeye in April.
• Heavy Rigid vehicle licencing has been booked in for the week of the 25th May, with 4 staff
from Wadeye, 2 from Palumpa and 2 from Peppimenarti booked on. The HR Officer applied
for, and was successful in obtaining funding from the Indigenous Response Program,
Department of Business, for 70 % of the cost of this training.
• First Aid training has been booked for the first week in June for all Wadeye staff who do not
have a current certificate, and the middle week of June for Peppimenati and Palumpa. The
HR Officer has applied for, and has been successful in obtaining funding from the Indigenous
Response Program, Department of Business, for the majority of costs associated with
training our Indigenous staff.
• The Certificate II in Sport & Recreation has been coordinated and will be undertaken by
Sport & Recreation staff mid to late June.
• Professional development and mentoring is currently being undertaken by various staff to
increase their skills and knowledge, and to meet funding requirements.
HR Policy Reviews
Policy reviews are nearing completion.
Work Health & Safety
Kristen King from Latitude 12 and the HR Officer attended the communities on the 27th, 28th, 29th,
30th, April and 1st May to facilitate WHS Inductions and Risk Assessment training for all staff.
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Human Resource Officers Activity Report for March and April
2015.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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11
Nil

COUNCILLOR REPORTS

12
Nil

LATE REPORTS

13

INCOMING / OUTGOING CORRESPONDENCE

Applicant:

Administration Assistant

Location/Address:

N/A

File Ref:

Nil

Disclosure of Interest: Nil
Date:

20th May 2014

Author:

Susan Wedlock

Attachments:

Nil

SUMMARY
Mail Register and Correspondence for the Ordinary General Meeting held 20th May 2015.
COMMENT
Mail Register will be tabled at the meeting.
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Correspondence Received and Sent.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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14 ARISING FROM COUNCIL MEETINGS

WDRC General Meeting – 18th March 2015
OUTSTANDING ACTION ITEMS TO BE COMPLETED FROM THE PREVIOUS COUNCIL MEETING
ITEM

SUBJECT

DECISION

1

Council policy for cultural
clearances
to
be
developed.

2

Palumpa LA to be advised Acting CEO to discuss with NLC
that the WDRC will enter
into discussions with NLC
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ACTION
OFFICER
Local
Authorities

CEO

ACTION TAKEN
Recent History
Cultural clearance required for all Communities. Local
Authorities to develop a cultural clearance training session.
This action is noted from the 12 June 2014 meeting as the
responsibility of DLGR, and as of 24th July 2014 discussions to
clarify intent were still in progress. Local Authority
Coordinator has requested DLGR for any supporting
information. Once clarification is received, this action will be
incorporated into the Local Authority community planning
phase scheduled for first quarter of 2015.
Awaiting information from Council. Are we talking about
permits for people accessing native title lands (which is an
issue for the Land Council) or about Council contractors
needing to be more aware of cultural practice?
Future Action/Current Position
No permit, no access. Information has been provided by
Thamarrurr Rangers/Ranger Manager.
Recent History
CEO to contact NLC to seek approval for upgrade works to
be carried out on Palumpa Oval and Cemetery. Contact has
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ITEM

SUBJECT

DECISION

ACTION
OFFICER

to seek approval for
upgrade works to be
carried out on the Palumpa
Oval and Cemetery.
3

Council
approve
the RSMs to supply list of surplus
disposal
of
surplus equipment.
machinery.

4

RSMs to present a report
to council re the septic
situation on Homelands
properties.
Approximate
costs and possible disposal
sites for effluent within the
WDRC area.

RSMs Wadeye, Palumpa and Peppi
to submit a report to council
regarding the septic situation on
homelands including costs and
possible disposal sites.

5

Local Authorities.

Council to prepare
support of
Local
Members.

6

Local Authorities.

Provide assistance to the Local
Authority Chairpersons to prepare
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letters in
Authority

ACTION TAKEN

been made with NLC and Council is waiting for their
response to the request. FK will follow up.
CEO is meeting with NLC Lawyer on Thursday 15th January.
Future Action/Current Position
Expression of interest application for Section 19 lease has
been submitted to NLC for approval.
RSMs
Recent History
Wadeye,
Deferred until the dry season 2015. Tender notice to be
Palumpa and developed in 2015. Interested parties to visit communities
Peppi
to inspect items if interested in purchasing.
Tender notice to be developed towards the end of May 2015
RSMs have been asked to provide a list of surplus plant.
Future Action/Current Position
Identification of vehicles and notice is still ongoing.
RSMs
Recent History
CEO to follow up via email to RSMs. Dave Hodder to provide
report prepared post inspection of homelands to next
council meeting on 21 January 2015.
Dave has completed all but one inspection but the wet
season is now hindering access. Given the wet season has
arrived the inspections, costing and potential disposal sites
report will be presented to the May council meeting.
Future Action/Current Position
Not yet complete due to wet season.
Date to be set by RSMs.
LA
Future Action/Current Position Recent History
Coordinator Local Authority Coordinator has been working with LA’s to
review membership and membership numbers. No
correspondence or outcomes have been received.
LA
Recent History
Coordinator WDRC Staff have been working with LA’s to review
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ITEM

SUBJECT

DECISION

ACTION
OFFICER

letters to re-engage Local Authority
Members.
A meeting is to be organised with RSM
Elders and other stake holders in
the community to discuss the
recent vandalism and work out a
solution.

7

Wadeye Swimming Pool.

8

Palumpa Causeway.

9

Funding
for
Operating Officer.

10

Maintenance to Building The Council would like the Wadeye RSM
and Fixed assets Report.
RSM to provide a detailed report Wadeye
on what buildings are undergoing
repairs.

Council has advised engaging an RSM
engineer to survey both Palumpa
Causeway
and
Manthathpe
Crossing and provide a risk
management plan.
Chief CEO to investigate funding for a CEO
Chief Operating Officer to provide
assistance.
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ACTION TAKEN
membership and membership numbers.
Recent History
CEO has sent a letter to Police Sergeant Scott Rose, no reply
has yet to be received.
Swimming Pool is now open on Saturdays and Sundays,
break ins have decreased.
Future Action/Current Position
No further action required, however still waiting for
response from NT Police.
Swimming pool open on weekends has reduced vandalism.
Recent History
Cardno (NT) Pty Ltd report presented at meeting.
Future Action/Current Position
Manthathpe Crossing report has been submitted to the
NDRRA for their perusal.
Guard rails application submitted to Black Spot grant.
Risk management plan to be developed.
Recent History
CEO has collated information and funding, to be discussed
with Council.
Future Action/Current Position
Position title changed to Director of Council Services,
applications have closed and interviews will be conducted by
the end of May 2015.
Recent History
RSM to provide Council with a report at the next Council
Meeting on what Buildings are undergoing maintenance.
Future Action/Current Position
List has been provided to the Director Corporate
Services/Finance Manager.
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ITEM
11

SUBJECT

DECISION

ACTION
OFFICER
Palumpa
costings
for The Council would like to see what RSM
upgrade of meeting room.
quotes were obtained.
Palumpa

12

Disposal of Vehicles.

Council has approved the disposal CEO
of 3 vehicles from Wadeye.

13

Wadeye Internal Roads and That Council tender for the reseal CEO
rehabilitation and future and rehabilitation of the listed
programs.
roads and obtain quotes on the
Peppimenarti Cemetery access
road.
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ACTION TAKEN
Recent History
Quote and costing attached, some materials have been
ordered. Job schedule/timing needs to be worked out.
Future Action/Current Position
Quote and costing sheet attached, some materials have
been ordered and work needs to commence.
Recent History
CEO to dispense of vehicles by tender as per the Local
Government Act 2014.
Future Action/Current Position
List of 3 vehicles have been submitted to the vehicle list for
tender.
Recent History
CEO to tender for the reseal and rehabilitation of the roads
listed in the Cardno report and discuss with Allan King
Contractors for their ability to quote on the rehabilitation of
the Peppimenarti Cemetry access road.
Future Action/Current Position
Funding has been allocated for the grading of the
Peppimenarti Cemetery access. Waiting for quote from AJ
King to commence.
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15.1 POLICY FRAMEWORK
Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The Report proposes the adoption of a Policy Framework Policy setting out Council’s expectations in
relation to the creation of policies and informs Council of a number of policies that are should be
adopted a soon as practicable.
BACKGROUND
To provide for the efficient operation of the Council and the effective performance of its powers and
duties it is necessary for the Council to formally delegate authority to the CEO. This is because the
Council can only act by making a decision at a Council meeting whilst the daily business of the
Council must be handled by Council staff.
Policies are important because they are the means by which the Council establishes the rules by
which it operates and instructs the CEO and other staff on the way the delegated authority is to be
used. For example, the Council:
•
•

has adopted a policy which sets out the way its meetings will be run; and
might want to adopt a policy setting out the rules about Elected Members and staff talking
to the media.

Another example of where policies are necessary is in the investment of Council’s money that is not
immediately needed. The Council gives the CEO the authority to invest that money but will want to
set some rules about the sorts of investment that are important (this is also an example of a policy
the Council is required to have).
COMMENT
The CEO is responsible for ensuring that the council’s policies are implemented but is also
responsible for ensuring that the Council has appropriate administrative policies and procedures to
ensure services are delivered with accountability and due diligence. Where the Council lacks
necessary policies it is part of the CEO’s job to draw this to Council’s attention.
Human Resource Policies are being drafted and some have already been adopted by the Council as
have policies governing meeting procedures and establishing certain accounting principles to be
implemented. However research has indicated a need (and in some cases a legislative requirement)
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for the Council to adopt a number of other policies. As a matter of priority the following policies will
be put to Council for consideration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy Framework (the subject of this Report)
Fraud Protection
Investment
Protected Public Interest Disclosure
Records Management
Credit Card
Gifts and Benefits
Note: As human resource management and personnel issues are the prerogative of the CEO
(Section 101 of the Local Government Act), some of these policies should more properly be CEO
level policies and it will be recommended that the CEO be given delegated authority to amend
and/or replace some of the policies adopted by Council on November 19th 2014, should this
become necessary or desirable. This is because human resource policies may need amendment as
circumstances change and the CEO needs flexibility to ensure the efficient operation of the Council.

CONSULTATION
Not applicable
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Council
Sections 11, 12 and 13 of the Local Government Act set out the statutory ‘Role, Functions and
Objectives’ of the Council. Establishing Policies is one of the key mechanisms by which the Council
carries out its statutory responsibilities. The role of the Council is therefore to determine Council’s
policies and be knowledgeable of policy precedents to ensure a complementary Council policy
environment.
Chief Executive Officer
Section 101 of the Local Government Act provides that the Chief Executive Officer is responsible to
the Council for, inter alia, ensuring ‘that the council’s policies, plans and lawful decisions are
implemented’. The Chief Executive Officer is also responsible for ensuring that the Council has
appropriate administrative policies and procedures to ensure services are delivered with
accountability and due diligence.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Council needs policies to work properly and some are required by legislation. The Policy Framework
Policy is simply a procedural policy which establishes a framework for future policies.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1
2

That the Policy Framework Policy attached to this Report be adopted
That the CEO be delegated authority to amend, rescind and/or replace the following existing
policies adopted by Council relating to Human Resource Management on 19th November
2014 when and if the need arises:

Abandonment of Employment
Attendance, Leave and Absence from Work
Children in the Workplace
First Aid Officers
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Discipline
Driving in Remote Areas
Drugs & Alcohol at Work
Remuneration
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Overtime Payments

Uniforms, Protective Clothing
Hygiene

Attachment:

Policy Framework Policy

Title:
Policy No.:
Adopted by:
Date of Adoption:
Responsibility:

Policy and Procedures Framework

& Personal

Council
CEO

POLICY SUMMARY
This Policy establishes a Policy and Procedures Framework incorporating a policy hierarchy, a
format for the preparation of new policies, and, methodology for the management of policies and
procedures whether adopted by Council or introduced by the Chief Executive Officer and the
administration.
POLICY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this Policy are to:
• Provide a structure to accommodate all of Council’s polices and underlying procedures to
guide effective decision-making and service delivery;
• Create a common, consistent and timely process for the development and endorsement of
policy and procedures promoting alignment with the Council’s values; and
• Establish a common standard for the development of policy and procedures including the
collection of adequate information to support implementation and review.
BACKGROUND
The purpose of the Policy and Procedures Framework is to contribute to the consistency and
transparency of the Council’s decision-making processes by providing a mechanism whereby
Elected Members and staff can develop policies and procedures and, can readily access the
complete collection of all current policies and procedures.
The Framework will apply to all Council and administrative policies and procedures. West Daly
Regional Council (WDRC) is committed to maintaining a robust and integrated corporate
governance structure that provides assurance to stakeholders that it is pursuing its objectives and
fulfilling its responsibilities with due diligence and accountability.
THE POLICY STATEMENT
The Policy Framework
The following Policy Framework is established.
Category
Governance

Approval Source
Council
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Comment
Mandatory policy required by
legislation AND policies established
by Council for the guidance or
direction of the organisation and/or
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Corporate

CEO

Departmental/Work group

Manager

to complement the strategic plan
and other planning documents.
Policies introduced by the Chief
Executive Officer to guide and direct
staff. For convenience of use these
are broken into sub-categories.
• Administrative/Financial
• Asset Management
• Community and Cultural
• Human
Resource
Management
• Records and IT
• Workplace Health & Safety
Policies adopted by a Manager for
their Department or a work group

It is acknowledged that some policies, while administrative in nature, also fall within the ambit of
Council – e.g. Fraud, EEO and Privacy Policies. Decisions as to whether these policies are endorsed
by the Chief Executive Officer or Council are to be made on a case by case basis.
The creation of a policy by the Council can frequently bring about the creation of a lower level
policy by the CEO or a Director to more specifically guide staff in the application of the Council’s
intent.
Policies may be supported by Guidelines and or Procedures which direct organisational action.
WRITING & REVIEW POLICIES
Format
All policies shall be presented in a standard format and will include:
• Policy Summary
• Policy Objectives
• Background
• Policy Statement
• Legislation, Terminology and References
• Implementation and Delegation; and
• Evaluation
• Review
Writing New Policies
A guide to writing new policies is attached to this document.
Reviewing Existing Policies
All Policies will be reviewed during each Council term. Individual policies may be reviewed more
frequently if circumstances warrant. After each general election, the CEO will establish a program
for the review of all Governance policies to ensure consistency with the updated Strategic Plan.
Policies will also be reviewed when there is a change to circumstances or legislation. Responsibility
for this rests with the CEO or, for Departmental/workgroup Policies, with the relevant Manager.
When reviewing policies, the steps set out for writing new policies should be followed.
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LEGISLATION, TERMINOLOGY & REFERENCE
Policy
A policy is a statement of Council’s philosophical position on a specific issue. It is a high-level
commitment to guide present and future decisions in relation to specific issues, or to establish
principles of acceptable behaviour and action. The policies provide the overall framework in which
the Council operates.
Policies are developed at two distinct levels:
Council Policies: those policies that support the work of Council, some of which may be required by
legislation and are created by a resolution of Council; and
Administrative Policies: those policies that support the work of the Chief Executive Officer and are
created by a decision of the Chief Executive Officer.
Procedures
Procedures are more stringent rules for action. Procedures define the specific rules, steps or
actions required to apply or implement a Council or Administrative Policy. Procedures will define
management directives or rules, inputs, responsibilities, tasks to be completed, outputs and other
elements necessary for the understanding and performance of a process.
Procedures set parameters, geared to implementing policy or complying with legislation and
compliance is mandatory.
Strategies
Strategies form the master plan for how objectives will be achieved. These can be developed at the
corporate, business unit or functional levels e.g. Asset Management Plans. Developers of strategic
or other plans should be aware that elements of policy and procedure are often incorporated into
strategies. These elements should be distilled from the approved strategies and translated into the
standard formats to maintain the completeness of the Policy Framework.
IMPLEMENTATION & DESIGN
Responsibilities
Council
Sections 11, 12 and 13 of the Local Government Act set out the statutory ‘Role, Functions and
Objectives’ of the Council. Establishing Policies is one of the key mechanisms by which the Council
carries out its statutory responsibilities. The role of the Council is therefore to determine Council’s
policies and be knowledgeable of policy precedents to ensure a complementary Council policy
environment.
Chief Executive Officer
Section 101 of the Local Government Act provides that the Chief Executive Officer is responsible to
the Council for, inter alia, ensuring ‘that the council’s policies, plans and lawful decisions are
implemented’. The Chief Executive Officer is also responsible for ensuring that the Council has
appropriate administrative policies and procedures to ensure services are delivered with
accountability and due diligence.
Managers and Staff
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Managers and Staff must be knowledgeable of, and act in accordance with, adopted policies and
procedures and must ensure that policies and procedures are developed and maintained in
accordance with this Framework.
Delegation
The Council delegates to the Chief Executive Officer the authority to determine those matters that
need to be referred to Council for consideration and to initiate policy reviews as the CEO considers
appropriate.
EVALUATION
Performance measures for monitoring the effectiveness of the Council Policy and Procedures
Framework are:
• Extent to which the programmed policy initiatives are delivered;
• Availability and currency of Council policy documents on the Council’s web site; and
• Consistency of terminology and format of policy documents.
REVIEW
This policy is to be reviewed every four (4) years, and may be reviewed at other times at the
discretion of Chief Executive Officer.
Writing New Policies
Step 1 RESEARCH
Step 2 DRAFT

Step 3 CONSULTATION

Undertake research, review legislation, existing policies (which
may require amending) and best practice. Informally consult with
other work groups which may be affected.
Draft document.
Council and Administrative Policies have a number of different
audiences (e.g. Elected Members, management, staff, community,
regulators, media, etc.) and care will need to be taken to frame
policies in an appropriate tone and style for the respective
audiences.
Where practicable the operational aspects of policies should be
separated and detailed in a procedural format to provide a
consistent and accountable framework for service delivery.
The standard template must be used.
For all corporate policies and those requiring consideration by
Council:
First, submit to CEO for approval to seek comment.
Second, seek input from other managers or specialist staff whose
work is likely to be affected by the policy.
Third, review and update the draft policy as appropriate in the
light of comments and resubmit to responsible Direct CEO or for in
principle approval.
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Step 4 APPROVAL

All Policies should be put to the CEO for approval or for submission
to Council.
Policies for endorsement by Council will be submitted as an
attachment to a report. The report’s recommendation, should
include the following:
“THAT, until otherwise determined, the (insert subject )Policy as
contained in Attachment to Report Number XXXX be adopted as
Council Policy”.
Once adopted, the CEO’s PA (or relevant Manager in the case of
Departmental/work group policies) will forward the policy to the
CEO’s PA for assignment of a policy number and inclusion in the
policy database.

Step 5 RECORDING

Step
IMPLEMENTATION

6

Once adopted the Chief Executive Officer or relevant Manager will
be responsible for implementing the policy.
Depending upon the policy this may necessitate:
- Advice to staff
- Media releases
- Drafting of complementary policies, or detailed operational
Procedures

RECOMMENDATION
(1) That the Policy Framework Policy attached to this Report be adopted
(2) That the CEO be delegated authority to amend, rescind and/or replace the following existing
policies adopted by Council relating to Human Resource Management on 19th November 2014
when and if the need arises.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.2 DELIGATIONS REPORT
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Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
To provide for the efficient operation of the Council and the effective performance of its powers and
duties it is necessary for the Council to formally delegate authority to the CEO. This is because the
Council can only act by making a decision at a Council meeting whilst the daily business of the
Council must be handled by Council staff.
The Report proposes that Council:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delegate certain powers to the CEO;
Appoints the CEO as an Authorised Person pursuant to Section 112 of the Local Government
Act;
Sets out the manner in which the Council expects the CEO to exercise the delegated
authority;
Sets out the powers that the Council is not delegating;
Provides similar authority to any person acting in the CEO’s position;
Rescinds any existing delegations; and
Provides for the delegations to be reviewed at least once during the term of each Council

The delegations are and will be supplemented by the adoption, by Council, of policies. These policies
set out in detail the manner in which the Council expects the delegated authority to be used. Where
no policy exists, there are protocols which set out the general expectations of Council (for example the duty to act lawfully, the duty to act reasonably etc).
BACKGROUND
The Local Government Act provides that the CEO is responsible to the Council (Section 101)
•
•
•
•
•
•

to ensure that the council's policies, plans and lawful decisions are implemented; and
to undertake the day-to-day management of the council's operations (including the
management of council staff); and
to provide or obtain for the council the information and advice the council reasonably
requires for effectively carrying out its functions; and
to ensure that the council's constituency is kept properly informed about council policies,
programs and decisions and to ensure that appropriate and prompt responses are given to
specific requests for information; and
to ensure that the council's assets and resources are properly managed and maintained; and
to ensure that proper standards of financial management are maintained and, in particular,
proper controls over expenditure; and
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•
•
•

to ensure that financial and other records are properly made and maintained; and
to appoint, manage and, where necessary, terminate the appointment of council staff (other
than the CEO); and
to carry out other functions delegated to the CEO by the council or assigned to the CEO
under this or any other Act.

Section 102 provides that the CEO may delegate (or sub-delegate) a power or function.
The Provisional West Daly Regional Council, that is the body in existence before July 1 2014 when
the elected members of the new Council first met, had granted a wide range of delegations to the
’Change Manager’ as the CEO of that body was known. That position was abolished when the
current Council took the place of the Provisional Council and as yet no powers have been formally
delegated.’ This situation needs to be resolved.
COMMENT
The ‘head-powers of the Local Government Act need to be covered by more specific delegations and
the Council is required to maintain a Register of Delegations. Any sub-delegations made by the CEO
to Council staff must also be recorded in that Register.
The Delegations proposed are similar to those in force in other Councils. Protocols (see below) exist
which tell the CEO how to exercise the delegation and there is a long list of exclusions which the
Council should consider and amend if considered appropriate.
The following protocols govern the use of delegated authority:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Any exercise of delegated authority is subject to compliance with
- any relevant provisions of the Local Government Act and Regulations
- any other legislative requirements
- any applicable Council policy
- the relevant provisions of any Council By-law
It is the responsibility of the officer exercising delegated authority to be aware of any
restrictions on the exercise of that authority and to comply with the restrictions.
Delegated authority should not be exercised where a conflict of interest exists or where it
may be perceived to exist.
Delegation by the Council to the CEO does not prevent Council itself either from acting itself
or revoking or varying the delegation at any time.
Delegation by the CEO likewise does not preclude the CEO from acting or revoking or varying
the delegation at anytime.
Delegation requires judgment. It is not appropriate to exercise delegated authority in all
circumstances and some decisions, which may be contentious or attract high public interest
or where no clear policy guidelines exist should be referred to the CEO or Council as
appropriate.
At all times officers exercising delegated authority are required to act reasonably.

CONSULTATION
Not applicable
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Section 32 and Section 101 of the Local Government Act provide the main statutory references.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The Council cannot operate properly without appropriate delegations to the CEO
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RECOMMENDATIONS
That the West Daly Regional Council in order to provide for the expedient exercise and performance
of its powers and duties and the efficient management of its business and responsibilities hereby
delegates to the person appointed as Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Section 32 of the Local
Government Act 2008 the exercise of Council's powers, functions, duties and authorities contained
in legislation subject to the limitations specified in section 32 (3). This delegation shall commence on
20th May 2015 and remain in force until specifically altered or revoked in writing.
The functions of the Council as specified in the Local Government Act 2008, as amended, and
Regulations; and any other Acts under which Council has powers, authorities, duties and functions;
and West Daly Regional Council By-laws.
The following specific delegations shall be read as additional to, and not in diminution of delegations
pursuant to (a) above:
Responsibility & Authority
The Chief Executive Officer is appointed pursuant to Section 100 of the Local Government Act 2008
and has the functions, responsibilities and powers provided in that Act and other relevant
legislation.
All Council Officers, either directly or indirectly, are responsible to the Chief Executive Officer for the
whole of their duties.
The following delegations are additional to the functions and responsibilities of the Chief Executive
Officer specified in the Local Government Act 2008.
Expenditure
To commit the Council to expenditure on goods and services including plant and equipment
provided that that expenditure and those purchases have been provided for in the budget; and to
pay accounts for goods and services including plant and equipment purchased on behalf of the
Council.
Investigation
To investigate the officers of the Council or of any Department or division of the Council when
directed, or when he or she deems this to be expedient, and report to Council.
Law Enforcement
Subject to the provisions of any relevant Act, Regulation or By-law, to ensure that all laws,
regulations and by-laws administered by the Council, or any orders made there under, are enforced
and to initiate and implement legal action and represent the Council on its behalf in all respects
where necessary.
To institute legal proceedings on behalf of the Council for breaches of all Acts and/or relevant
regulations, or any orders made there under and for breaches of any Council By-law or Regulation
and represent the Council in all respects.
Ombudsman
To make the initial response to enquiries received from the Ombudsman in relation to complaints
made to him concerning decisions or conduct of the Council and/or Officers or employees of the
Council.
Industrial Relations
To represent the Council in industrial matters.
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Training Courses, Seminars & Conferences
To approve attendance by Members of Council at Conferences, Workshops, Seminars and relevant
training courses where there are no travel costs or overnight accommodation expenses; and to
approve attendance including travel and accommodation by Council delegates to LGANT Meetings
held in the Northern Territory and the ALGA National Assembly.
To approve training expenditure for Council staff including attendance at conferences, seminars and
workshops.
Discretion
In consultation with the Mayor, to exercise discretion in any matters affecting Policies and Practices
of the Council in the interest of practical working arrangements or in special extenuating
circumstances. Details of the exercise of this delegation, other than in minor matters, must be
included in a report to Council.
Issue of Permits or Notices
To issue dispensations, permits, licences or notices in accordance with any Act, Regulation or By-law
subject to compliance with any particular Council policy, and to fix any fees including expiation fees.
Cash Advances
To vary the number, and amount, of cash advances within any limits prescribed by Council.
Additions and Deductions to Contract
To approve total variations to contracts during the progress of works to a limit of 10% of the total
contract sum in aggregate.
Reserve Funds
To transfer funds from the general fund to Reserve or Investment accounts or vice versa generally in
accordance with the Council’s budget or any other decision of the Council relating to the use of
funds and to exercise discretion in the appropriation of surplus funds to reserves.
Property Owned by the Council
To manage property owned by the Council including any commercial properties.
Execution of Documents
In conjunction with the Mayor, to:
•
•
•
•
•

Execute any contracts or other documents requiring the Common Seal;
Execute Instruments of Encumbrance and Applications for a variation of the order of priority
to existing documents;
Execute documents relating to easements, leases, licences and permits and affix the
Common Seal if required;
Affix the common seal from time to time to documents indemnifying the Power & Water
Corporation in respect to use of the Water Tower; and
Affix the Common Seal to instruments granting consent to Unit Plan Applications where
Council has an interest in the subject land.

Annual Report
To prepare the Annual Report
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Information Act
To exercise the Council’s powers and undertake its responsibilities pursuant to the Information Act
Signatories – Bank Accounts
To nominate signatories to Bank Accounts.
Acting Chief Executive Officer
To appoint an Acting Chief Executive Officer for periods of leave or absence
Contracts
To execute and sign contracts including employment contracts on behalf of Council.
Professional Advice
To seek professional and legal advice
Applications for Leave of Absence
The Chief Executive Officer has delegated authority to approve applications for leave of absence by
elected members subject to written notification of such applications to all other elected members.
Office Hours
The Chief Executive Officer is delegated authority to make minor changes to office business hours.
Leases
The Chief Executive Officer be directed to seek Ministerial approval at the appropriate time(s) for
leases required in 2015/6 and subsequent years in relation to replacement of existing motor vehicles
and information technology/communications equipment subject to funds being available within the
relevant Budget and compliance with Council’s Purchasing Policy; and that the CEO be authorised to
execute any necessary documentation and with the Mayor to affix the seal to any document
requiring affixation of the seal.
Authorised Persons
The Chief Executive Officer is hereby appointed an Authorised person pursuant to Section 112 of the
Local Government Act and is delegated authority to appoint authorised persons for the purpose of
enforcing the Local Government Act, the regulations or by-laws, any other Act, regulation or by-law
of which powers are vested in the Council.
Sub-delegation
Pursuant to Section 102 Council expressly permits further delegation by the Chief Executive Officer
to another officer or employee whether by name or by reference to an office, designation or
position.
Manner in which Council Authority is to be exercised
Council reserves the right, by resolution, to direct the Chief Executive Officer in the exercise of any
function herein delegated.
The Chief Executive Officer shall exercise the function herein delegated in accordance with and
subject to:
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•
•
•

The provisions of the Local Government Act, as amended, and Regulations as amended
and any other legislation relevant to the delegations;
All and every policy of the Council adopted by Resolution and current at the time of the
exercise of the functions herein delegated;
The provisions, if any, contained in the Council’s By-laws.

The following activities are hereby specifically excluded from the delegation. The power to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impose rates (Section 32 of the Local Government Act);
borrow money other than the specific power to in relation to leases referred to in Section
(23) above (Section 32 of the Local Government Act);
adoption of the Regional Plan and Budget (Sections 22 and 24 of the Local Government Act);
determine allowances (Section 71 of the Local Government Act);
make an application, under this Act, to the Administrator or Minister;
the appointment of a Chief Executive Officer (Section 100 of the Local Government Act);
the appointment of an Auditor and determination of the Auditor’s fee (Section 133 of the
Local Government Act);
the appointment of a Deputy Mayor (Section 45 of the Local Government Act);
the determination of when the Council office is normally open to the public other than
minor changes;
the determination of a periodic review of electoral representation by Council (Section 23 of
the Local Government Act);
filling a casual vacancy on Council (Section 46 of the Local Government Act);
the establishment of any Council Committee and approval of an appointment to the position
of Chairman of any Council Committee (Section 54 of the Local Government Act);
the establishment of Local Boards or Authorities (Section 49 and 53b of the Local
Government Act)
the compulsory acquisition, purchase, sale, exchange or surrender of any land or other
property (Section 257 of the Local Government Act);
the adoption of a financial statement included in an annual financial report (Section 131 of
the Local Government Act);
the review requested by a dissatisfied applicant (waiver or default of rates - financial
hardship) (Section 165 of the Local Government Act);
rating concessions (concessions relating to public benefit) (Section 167 of the Local
Government Act);
the acceptance of tenders which are required under the Act or Regulations to be considered
by the Council;
the calling of a meeting of electors to consider a matter in relation to the management of
the Council (Section 68 of the Local Government Act);
the power to make By-laws (Section 188 of the Local Government Act); and
any function under this or any other Act, Regulation or By-law, that is expressly required to
be exercised by a resolution of the Council.

Acting Chief Executive Officer
That the Acting Chief Executive Officer shall have the authority to deputise for the Chief Executive
Officer in his absence, to make the necessary decisions and issue the necessary instructions that
would otherwise be the responsibility of the Chief Executive Officer while acting for that officer; in
discharging the responsibility the Acting Chief Executive Officer will at all time act reasonably.
Periodic Reviews
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That periodic review of the delegation to the CEO be undertaken in conjunction with the review of
the Policy Manual.
Rescission of Existing Delegations
That all previous existing delegations be rescinded as from May 20th 2015.
Attachments
Nil
RECOMMENDATION
That Council formalise the necessary delegations to the CEO.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

15.3 PUBLIC INTEREST DISCLOSURE POLICY
Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The NT Public Protection Interest Disclosure Act provides protection for individuals who disclose
information about improper conduct and maladministration on the part of public officials.
This Policy briefly outlines the relevant parts of that Act to help ensure that Elected Members,
management and other employees are aware of its existence and their legislative obligations.
BACKGROUND
The NT Public Interest Disclosure Act provides protection for individuals who disclose information
about improper conduct and maladministration on the part of public officials. The Act applies to all
public officers (including both Elected Members and members of Local Authorities) and all public
bodies (including this Council). It protects from any form of reprisal people alleging improper conduct
(as defined in the Act) unless the discloser supplies misleading information
COMMENT
West Daly Regional Council supports the principles of transparency and accountability in all levels of
Council’s decision making. Transparency and accountability of decision making ensures that public
scrutiny of decisions can be made, which, ultimately, promotes public confidence in the governance
of the Council. In this policy the Council sets forth procedures and protocols to reinforce its strong
commitment to compliance with the letter and the spirit of the Public Protection Disclosure Act.
It is proposed that WDRC adopt a Policy which briefly outlines the relevant parts of that Act to help
ensure that Elected Members, management and other employees are aware of its existence and
their legislative obligations.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
This is not a mandatory policy however the CEO is responsible for ensuring that the Council has
appropriate administrative policies and procedures to ensure services are delivered with
accountability and due diligence.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Elected Members and staff have responsibilities under the Public Interest Disclosure Act and the
policy is designed to increase awareness of those responsibilities and to reinforce the Council’s
commitment o the highest standards of ethical behaviour and governance.
Attachment
Public Interest Disclosure Policy.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Public Interest Disclosure Policy attached to this report be adopted until otherwise
amended.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

15.4 RECORDS MANAGEMENT POLICY
Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The Report proposes adoption of a policy to provide a framework for the creation and management
of complete and accurate records of the business of the West Daly Regional Council.
BACKGROUND
Elected Members and staff have responsibilities in respect to the Council’s records under the various
legislation including: the Information Act, Local Government Act, the Commonwealth Fair Work Act
and Northern Territory Standards for Public Sector Organisations.
The Council is required by the Information Act and other legislation to ensure that complete and
accurate records of the business of the Council are created and managed for as long as required to
support business, accountability and legislative requirements until their authorised disposal under
approved records disposal schedules. These records provide evidence of the Council’s functions and
activities and form part of the public record.
COMMENT
WDRC is committed to good governance and compliance with legislative requirements. Keeping
good records is an essential pre-requisite.
Through its commitment to effective record keeping the Council acknowledges its responsibility and
accountability to government, electors, clients and the general public. The Policy acknowledges the
need for an electronic records management system and it will be recommended that consideration
be given to acquiring the appropriate software in the 2015-2016 Budget.
The proposed policy will apply to all Elected Members and staff and to the records of all Council or
Council related activities performed by or on behalf of the Council regardless of the media in which
they are created or captured.
All WDRC procedures, systems and work practices are to be consistent with this policy.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable
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STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
The Council must comply with the requirements of the various statutes and has a duty to ensure
that effective internal controls are in place as does the CEO who is responsible for ensuring that
financial and other records are properly made and maintained (Section 101 Local Government Act).
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Having a Records Management Policy is an important part of Council’s governance system and
internal controls
Attachment
Records Management Policy
RECOMMENDATION
(1) That the Records Management Policy attached to this report be adopted until otherwise
amended.
(2) That the acquisition of a suitable electronic records management system be considered during
the 2015-16 Budget deliberations.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

15.5 ACCEPTANCE OF GIFTS & BENEFITS BY ELECTED MEMBERS POLICY
Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
To promote public confidence in the governance of the Council it is proposed to establish clear rules
for handling the offer or receipt of gifts and other benefits. The proposed Policy deals with gifts and
benefits which may be offered or received from time to time. The Policy will apply to all Elected
Members, Local Authority Members, employees and Council contractors.
BACKGROUND
West Daly Regional Council supports the principles of transparency and accountability in all levels of
Council’s decision making. From time to time gifts may be given or offered to Elected Members, staff
and others covered by this Policy. Such gifts may be offered with varying motives and can be tokens
or items of significant value. Elected Members, staff and others covered by this policy have the
obligation, at all times, to act honestly and with reasonable care, diligence and concern for the
public interest. Transparency and accountability of decision making ensures that public scrutiny of
decisions can be made, which, ultimately, promotes public confidence in the governance of the
Council and in this policy the Council sets forth procedures and protocols to reinforce these
principles.
COMMENT
Elected Members, Local Authority Members, employees and Council contractors should avoid
situations giving rise to the appearance that a person or body is attempting to secure favourable
treatment from you as a result of your role with Council through the provision of gifts, benefits or
hospitality of any kind.
It is inappropriate to:
•
•
•
•

Solicit or accept gifts and or benefits regardless of the value other than as specifically allowed
by this Policy;
Accept any offer of a gift or benefit from an organisation involved in a tendering or
procurement process, either recent or ongoing;
Solicit or accept cash or cash like gifts/benefits regardless of the amount; or
Seek or accept a bribe or other improper inducement;

Different rules apply to the receipt of tokens and ceremonial gifts to the Council.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable.
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STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
The Council has a duty to ensure that effective internal controls are in place as is the CEO who is
responsible for ensuring that the Council has appropriate administrative policies and procedures to
ensure services are delivered with accountability and due diligence.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
It is important for the Council’s image, reputation and performance that high ethical standards exist
and are adhered to. A Gifts and Benefits Policy is important for good governance.
Attachment
Gifts and Benefits Policy
RECOMMENDATION
That the Council adopt the Gifts and Benefits Policy attached to this report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.6 INVESTMENT POLICY

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The Report proposes the adoption of an Investment Policy. This Policy deals with the management
of Council’s investments and includes the principles that the Council requires its administration to
follow in relation to balancing investment risk and return, identification of approved and prohibited
investments and reporting requirements.
BACKGROUND
Section 121(3) pf the Local Government Act requires the Council to comply with the Ministerial
Guidelines in relation to the investment of funds. (That is those funds not immediately required to
meet current operating requirements.) Para 3.1 of the Ministerial Guidelines provides that a council
must have an investment policy which sets out the objectives of Council for the allocation of its
investment resources.
COMMENT
This Policy deals with the management of Council’s investments and includes the principles that the
Council requires its administration to follow in relation to balancing investment risk and return,
identification of approved and prohibited investments and reporting requirements. The policy
objective is to ensure that the Council’s surplus funds are to be invested at the most favourable rate
of interest available at the time, for that investment type having regard for legislative requirements,
level of risk and ensuring that Council’s liquidity requirements are met. While exercising the power
to invest, consideration is to be given to preservation of capital, liquidity, and the return on
investment.
Investments are restricted to AA or AAA (Standard and Poor’s rating) with a maximum of 40%
invested with any one institution, a maximum term of 12 months (without specific Council
authorisation), and a restriction on investing in instruments other than State/Commonwealth
Government Bonds, interest bearing deposits such as bank accounts and term deposits, and bank
accepted/endorsed bank bills.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Section 121(3) pf the Local Government Act and the Ministerial Guidelines in relation to the
investment of funds.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Council is required to have an Investment Policy.
Attachment
Investment Policy.
RECOMMENDATION
The Council adopt an investment policy.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.7 FRAUD PROTECTION POLICY

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The Council has statutory responsibility as well as a responsibility to the community to protect its
revenue, property, information and other assets from fraud by members of the public, contractors,
suppliers, elected members and employees. A Fraud Protection Policy is proposed for adoption.
BACKGROUND
The Council should adopt a Fraud Protection Policy to supplement other internal controls and risk
minimisation procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To ensure that management is aware of its responsibilities when fraudulent activity is alleged
and for establishing controls and procedures for preventing fraudulent activity and/or detecting
fraudulent activity when it occurs;
To provide guidance to employees’ as to action which should be taken where they suspect any
fraudulent activity;
To provide a clear statement to staff forbidding any illegal activity including fraudulent activity
for the benefit of the Council;
To require that any suspected fraudulent activity is investigated and to provide clear guidance
as to the responsibilities for conducting investigations into fraudulent activities.
Some risk minimisation procedures already in place include:
Code of Conduct
Human Resources Policies and Procedures
Internal Financial Policies and Procedures
Procurement Policy and Procedures
CouncilBiz Information Technology Usage Protocols
Local Government Act and the Local Government (Accounting) Regulations

COMMENT
The Council should not tolerate fraud by its clients, employees or elected members. This Policy
provides direction in relation to the reporting and investigation of allegations of fraudulent
behaviour. All allegations will be investigated and, where substantiated, pursued.
Elected members and employees must adopt the highest ethical standards when carrying out their
duties and functions.
Any illegal activity including fraudulent activity for the benefit of the Council is strictly prohibited.
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It is a requirement that all elected members and employees report any suspected fraud and assist
with any investigations when required.
The Policy provides protection for whistle blowers and protection against false allegations.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
The Council has a duty to ensure that effective internal controls are in place as is the CEO who is
responsible for ensuring that the Council has appropriate administrative policies and procedures to
ensure services are delivered with accountability and due diligence.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Having a Fraud Protection Policy is an important part of Council’s internal controls.
Attachment
Fraud Protection Policy.
RECOMMENDATION
The Council adopt a Fraud Protection Policy as an important internal control measure.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.8 FEES & CHARGES LANDFILL

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
It is proposed to introduce fees for the use of Council landfill sites. Fees in place in other Councils
have been considered. Non-residential users of landfills will be required to obtain a permit and pay a
fee prior to dumping.
BACKGROUND
Landfill sites (tips) are costly to construct, maintain and operate. These costs are borne by the
Council and need to be recovered from other users of the site, e.g. contractors. Issues exist with
regard to current landfill sites, particularly in Wadeye and Palumpa.
The Council has previously been advised that management practices at the Wadeye site will have to
be upgraded (increasing the Council’s operating costs) and it has been recommended that this
landfill be closed as soon as other arrangements can be made to deal with the industrial waste and
inorganic waste which is generated in the area (necessitating capital expenditure by the Council to
establish a new facility that meets current standards). At the moment there is little if any control
over what material is actually dumped in the landfill.
The current fenced waste facility at Palumpa has an inherent problem in that the access to the
facility is annually subjected to inundation during the west season and the roads and drainage
systems are not capable of handling the water. Coupled with the annual rain, the problem is
exacerbated by the topography of the area which is flat lowland floodplain, which doesn’t allow for
good run off. Serious consideration must be given to relocating the current waste facility to a more
suitable location (which again will necessitate capital expenditure by the Council to establish a new
facility that meets current standards).
COMMENT
The main intent of the Report is to introduce a fee structure that will reduce the cost of operating
landfill to Council. This is considered appropriate as otherwise the Council is subsidising local
businesses, government agencies and external contractors. Any landfill site has a limited life – once
full a new facility must be established. In addition to a charging regime permits will be introduced
requiring contractors and others to seek approval before dumping. This is to ensure that asbestos
and other hazardous materials are not dumped without Council’s knowledge. In some cases such
material should be transported to Darwin for safe disposal. Other Councils have already introduced
fees and charges and a permit system.
It is not intended at this stage to charge residents of Wadeye, Peppimenarti or Palumpa for the
disposal of residential waste including hard waste generated from a residential building (other than
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tyres, motor vehicle bodies or trade waste and other material from building renovations and
additions). However the introduction of charging for dumping may encourage the illegal dumping of
waste in other parts of the Council area (i.e. fly-tipping along roadsides or in the bush).
Enforcement may be problematic if landfills are unfenced and in the absence of an appropriate bylaw civil action (for trespass and cost recovery may be necessary if the introduction of fees and
permits is to be successful).
CONSULTATION
It is proposed that the new charges and procedures operate from July 1st 2015. This will give the
council the opportunity to seek comment when it advertises all fees and charges proposed for 201516. It will also give current users of the facility some opportunity to build the new charges into their
own cost structures and budgets, and, for organisations dumping waste proposed to be prohibited
such as paint, chemicals and clinical waste an opportunity to change their business practices.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Council has the power to fix fees and charges. Once declared, they must be placed on the Council’s
web page (as per Section 200 Local Government Act). Fixing fees also forms part of the Council’s
budgetary process.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
As a landfill operator, the Council also has obligations in relation to the way its landfill site is
operated in compliance with environmental standards, for example in relation to the disposal of
hazardous waste.
Introduction of a permit system will give the Council better control over what is dumped in its
landfill whilst charging will either extend the life of the landfill or will generate revenue to partially
offset operating costs.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Fees:
That effective from July 1st 2015, the fees and charges recommended in Schedule 1 attached to this
Report apply to the dumping of waste at the Council operated landfills in Wadeye, Peppimenarti and
Palumpa.
Signage and Communication:
That the Regional Service Managers have signs erected at landfills stating that a permit to dump
must be obtained from the Council service centre by any person, agency, business or contractor
dumping material at the landfill other than a resident of the community dumping residential waste
which does not include building waste, tyres or motor vehicle bodies; and advise agencies, business,
contractors and others in the community likely to be effected by the new policy.
Permit:
That a suitable permit form be prepared which requires the person seeking approval to identify the
type of waste and the quantity being dumped and that any person, agency, business or contractor
seeking to dump material at the landfill other than a resident of the community dumping residential
waste (which does not include building waste, tyres or motor vehicle bodies) obtain a permit prior to
accessing the facility.
Attachment: Schedule of Proposed Fees and Charges
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SCHEDULE 1
All fees are GST
inclusive
General
household
waste – in excess of
wheelie bin collection
by Council
Commercial/Agency
Waste – sorted with
metal,
tyres
and
cardboard
removed
(restricted)
Commercial/Agency
Waste – unsorted with
metal,
tyres
and
cardboard (restricted)
Construction / Trade
Waste – sorted with
metal,
tyres
and
cardboard
removed
(restricted)
Construction / Trade
Waste – unsorted with
metal,
tyres,
combustibles
(restricted)
Construction
/
Territory Housing /
Commercial
Waste
(restricted)
(min
0.5cum)
Green Waste – If
uncontaminated and
disposed in “green
waste” area
Green Waste – If
contaminated
or
deposited in general
waste area
Combustible
Waste
(Cardboard, dry timber
etc) (min 0.5cum)
Bulk Waste
Compact Waste
Commercial Waste
Tyres Car

Quantity

Example A

Cubic
Metre

$88.00

Cubic
Metre

$88.00

Cubic
Metre

$132.00

Cubic
Metre

$132.00

Cubic
Metre

$198.00

Cubic
Metre

$120.00

Cubic
Metre

$55.00

Cubic
Metre

$77.00

Cubic
Metre

$55.00

Cubic
Metre
Cubic
Metre
Cubic
Metre
Each

Example
A

Example
B

Example
C

Recommended
West Daly

$5

All tyres $8
$411/to
nne

$32
$16
$12
$27.50
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Tyre Truck
Tyre Plant
E-Waste (min 2kg)
Animal Carcases <10kg

Each
Each
Kilogram
Each

$49.50
$71.50
$5.00
$30.00

Animal Carcases >10kg
Vehicle Batteries
Vehicle Bodies
Asbestos – Only at
licensed
disposal
facilities. Contractors
must full comply with
Construction
Waste
handling and Disposal
instructions
Clinical
Chemical
including
poisons,
paint,
adhesives
Oil & hydrocarbons
(restricted) (minimum
charge $5.00)
Steel and non-ferrous
metals
–
uncontaminated and
deposited at metal
recycling area
Septic Tank Effluent
(plus mileage see
below)
Sale of gravel or clean
fill
Illegally
dumped
rubbish, not in landfill
disposal bays

Each
Each
Each
Flat
fee
per
disposal
event
PLUS per
Cubic
Metre
Prohibited
Prohibited

$55.00
$5.00
$150.00
$1100.00

Litre

$1.10

Cubic
Metre

$55.00

$25
$70

$20

$26
$75
$99 for
first
animal
No
charge
for
addition
al
animals
dumped
at the
same
time
$99

$125

$200

$221

$550.00

Prohibited
Prohibited

Per Pump- $440.00
out
Cubic
Metre
Applicable
Unit

All waste (up to 1 Utility
tonne)
Load
or
Standard

$150
Prohibited

$400

$55.00
Triple
scheduled
rate plus
clean-up
costs
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box trailer
Trailer
greater
than 7’x5
Truck up
to
4.5
tonne
gross tare
Truck
between
4.5 and 12
tonne
gross tare
Truck
greater
than
12
tonne
gross tare

All waste
All waste

All waste

All waste

$20

ne

$20

$40

$40

$200

$200

$2000

$2000

RECOMMENDATION
That Council approves the proposal to introduce fees for use of the Council operated landfill sites at
Wadeye, Peppimenarti and Palumpa.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.9 CREDIT CARD POLICY

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
This Report proposes the adoption of a policy setting out WDRC’s requirements for the use of
corporate credit cards. The responsibilities of cardholders and Council’s expectations in regard to the
use of credit cards are covered by the policy.
BACKGROUND
Credit cards are an important and necessary tool for the Council. They are used to facilitate efficient
and expedient purchasing but it is important that the use of credit cards does not expose the Council
to fraud or risk.
COMMENT
Unregulated or inadequately controlled usage of credit cards can lead to unbudgeted expenditure,
breaches of Council’s procurement policy and risk of fraud. A policy clearly identifying who can
approve the issue of credit cards and clearly setting out the both the responsibilities and the
personal liability for misuse of cardholders is regarded as a necessary internal control.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
The Council has a duty to ensure that effective internal controls are in place as is the CEO who is
responsible for ensuring that the Council has appropriate administrative policies and procedures to
ensure services are delivered with accountability and due diligence.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Having a Credit Card Policy is an important part of Council’s internal controls.
Attachment
Credit Card Policy
Title:
Policy No.:
Adopted by:
Date of Adoption:
Responsibility:

Credit Card Policy
Council
CEO
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SUMMARY
This Policy sets out WDRC’s requirements for the use of corporate credit cards.
OBJECTIVES
To facilitate efficient and expedient procurement without exposing the Council to undue risk or
liability
BACKGROUND
In the normal course of business it will be necessary or appropriate for some WDRC staff to be
issued with a corporate credit card. A policy is required to guide these officers in the use of the
credit cards and to prevent fraudulent behaviour.
POLICY STATEMENT
Council Policy is as follows:
Issue and Withdrawal of Credit Cards
The CEO has the authority to approve the issue of a corporate credit card. Each card issued will have
a single maximum transaction limit and a monthly maximum limit approved by the CEO. Cards will
have no cash advance functionality.
Each issued credit card will remain the property of and may be withdrawn by the CEO at any time.
Cards used in a manner non-compliant with this policy will be automatically withdrawn and
disciplinary action initiated if appropriate.
By accepting a corporate credit card an employee is agreeing to the conditions of use and
undertaking to comply with the cardholder’s responsibilities set out below. Acceptance of a credit
card is not compulsory.
Cardholder’s Responsibilities
The cardholder must:
• Only use the credit card for legitimate work purposes and never for personal use
• Ensure that purchases are consistent with WDRC program objectives and funds must be
available within the approved budget
• Obtain proof of purchase documentation (i.e. itemised receipts or tax invoices) for each
transaction, and regularly, as well as when requested to do so, provide this documentation
to WDRC’s finance department or CouncilBiz for processing.
• Liability for the purchase of items inconsistent with this policy, or, for which funds are not
available within the budget lies with the cardholder.
All Transactions:
Using a credit card is not an alternative means of procurement to that specified in the WDRC
Procurement Policy. The requirements of the Procurement Policy in relation to obtaining quotes,
calling tenders etc. must be adhered to.
Travel Related Transactions:
Transactions related to official travel and accommodation must be approved through the normal
procurement procedures. Incidental travel expenses covered by Travel Allowance are not to be paid
for by credit card.
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Transactions by Phone:
Transactions with corporate credit cards by phone are not encouraged, unless a receipt can be
emailed or faxed through immediately.
LEGISLATION, TERMINOLOGY AND REFERENCES
The CEO had delegated authority to administer this policy.
EVALUATION
This Policy should be evaluated on the basis that the Audit Committee is satisfied that it has been
and is being implemented.
REVIEW
This Policy is to be reviewed every four (4) years, and may be reviewed at other times at the
discretion of Chief Executive Officer.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council adopt a Credit Card Policy.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.10 AUDIT COMMITTEE

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The Council is required to appoint an Audit Committee which must have an independent Chair. The
Report addresses the Committee’s Terms of Reference and the appointment of Members.
BACKGROUND
The Local Government (Accounting) Regulations require the Council to establish and maintain
internal controls to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

safeguard the assets of the council;
ensure the accuracy, completeness and reliability of the accounting data;
promote the operational efficiency of the council;
ensure compliance with relevant laws in force in the Territory; and
ensure adherence to council policies.

As part of the necessary internal control system the Council is required by the Local Government
Accounting Regulations to establish and maintain an Audit Committee to monitor compliance by
Council with:
•
•

proper standards of financial management; and
the Accounting Regulations and the Accounting Standards.

Departmental General Instruction No.3 provides a guide to the establishment of an Audit
Committee. The Chairperson of this Committee must not be a member of council or a member of
the council's staff.
NB. The Council is also required to establish and maintain a fraud protection plan to detect and
prevent fraud from within and outside the council. This plan is currently in process of preparation.
Attached to this Report is General Instruction No. 2 Audit committees issued by the Department of
Local government and Community Services which provides additional information.
COMMENT
To comply with the legislative requirements the Council will need to advertise (and appoint) an
independent Chair and appoint at least two other members to the Committee. It will be
recommended that:
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•
•
•

The CEO be authorised to call for Expressions of Interest for the position of Chair, evaluate
these and recommend an appointment to Council. A three year term is proposed. The Chair
must hold a current accounting certification (CPA or CA).
Two Elected members be appointed to the Committee for the term of the Council.
Terms of Reference and a Charter for the Committee are adopted (draft Terms of Reference
and a draft Charter are attached for consideration and adoption).

CONSULTATION
Not applicable
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Refer Regulation 10 Local Government (Accounting) Regulations and General Instruction No.3.
Compliance is mandatory.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable
Terms of Reference
To report and provide advice to the Council (or CEO) as appropriate on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The effectiveness of the audit function and the implementation of audit recommendations;
Compliance with legislative requirements, account standards and Council Policy;
Operational efficiency;
The financial statements;
Changes in accounting and reporting standards;
Policies relating to conflicts of interest, misconduct and fraud; and
To provide and independent line of reporting by the Auditor to Council.

Meeting Frequency
Minimum of four times a year.
Membership and Terms of Appointment
Three members comprising:
•
•

Two elected Members for the a term expiring on the day of the next general election.
An independent chair appointed for a three year term.

In the even of an equality of votes the Chair may exercise a casting vote.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
(1) Establish an Audit Committee with effect from October 1st 2015 comprising an independent
Chair and two (2) Elected Members
(2) Instruct the CEO to immediately seek expressions of interest from professional persons suitably
qualified in the Finance or Accounting fields to act as Chair of the Committee for a three year
term and recommend an appointment to Council.
(3) That two Councillors be appointed to the Committee for a term expiring on the day of the next
general election.
(4) Adopt the following Draft Charter and Terms of Reference for the Committee.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.11 LEASE PARAP OFFICE

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
The Council leases Unit 3, 21 Parap Road, for its Darwin Office. The initial term of the lease expires
on August 31st 2015. Council has the option to renew the lease until June 30th 2019. The Report
recommends seeking a 12 month extension.
BACKGROUND
The Council leases Unit 3, 21 Parap Road, for its Darwin Office. The initial term of the lease expires
on August 31st 2015. Council has the option to renew the lease until June 30th 2019. Rental under the
lease was set at $42,360 (plus GST) for the first year increasing by Darwin CPI for the second year
with a market review to be undertaken at the end of the second year.
COMMENT
The Council is investigating relocating the Darwin Office functions to Wadeye or, at least, reducing
the size of its Darwin Office by relocating some staff to Wadeye. This has some obvious advantages
(mainly accruing from consolidating Council’s administration) although there are potential
disadvantages (such as the difficulty of attracting specialist staff to Wadeye). No decision has yet
been made. Once a decision has been made about which functions/staff can be relocated suitable
housing would need to be found in Wadeye and it is probable that new staff would need to be
recruited as not all affected employees will be able or willing to relocate.
In other words even if Council was able to decide today which functions/staff were to be relocated
this could not happen before the lease expires. It will therefore be recommended that the Council
seek to negotiate a further 12 month extension with the owner (LGANT). At the end of this period
(August 31st 2016), the Council would be better placed to determine what if any requirement it has
for office space in Darwin. If LGANT do not accept this proposal the Council will need to reconsider
its position and it will be recommended that the matter be referred to the June Finance Committee
meeting
CONSULTATION
Nil
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Nil
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Nil
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council approves a 12 month extension be sought for the lease of Unit 3, 21 Parap Road and if
granted the CEO be authorised to execute any necessary documentation and with the Mayor affix
the common seal if required.
If a 12 month extension is not acceptable to the landlord that the question of the lease be referred
to the Finance Committee for determination at its June meeting
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.12 ANIMAL MANAGEMENT

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
Council support is sought for a proposal by AMRRIC to run a community and school based education
program within the Region. Approval is recommended. The project would be part funded by the
Council.
BACKGROUND
AMRRIC (Animal Management in Rural and Remote Indigenous Communities) a non-profit body part
funded by the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet has approached the Council proposing to
deliver community and school based education components of its One Health Program to
complement the current veterinary program established by Council last year. The total cost of the
AMRRIC proposal is $15,927 which includes fares, accommodation and other support from WDRC
staff. AMRRIC has previously run programs in this area. Council support is sought.
COMMENT
The proposal has merit and Council support will be recommended. Details are attached. AMMRIC is
a not-for-profit body and seeks support from Council. WDRC could provide accommodation, a
vehicle, the services of a staff member (the Environmental Health Officer), venues and other
administrative support and this will be recommended. Whilst AMRRIC would doubles appreciate
additional (monetary) support the Council is not in a position to provide further assistance although
this could be considered when formulating the 2015/16 Budget.
CONSULTATION
Given the nature of the program (Education and Awareness) consultation is not required.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
N/A
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
WDRC has no By-law dealing with animal management and given its lack of resources would not
have the means to enforce a By-law even if it had one. Education and community involvement is
therefore not only the best and most cost effective way to achieve improved human and dog health
and well being it is also the only way realistically available to Council.
Attachment
AMMRIC Proposal 15th April 2015.
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RECOMMENDATION
(1) That Council accept the AMRRIC proposal dated 15/4/2015 and offer to contribute
accommodation, a vehicle and the services of a staff member (the Environmental Health
Officer), venues and other administrative support.
(2) That Council seek a written report from AMRRIC on program outcomes after the evaluation visit
and before considering any future proposal from AMRRIC.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

15.13 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Applicant:

Chief Executive Officer

Location/Address:

Darwin Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Glenda Teede

SUMMARY
LGANT have written to WDRC seeking Council pass a resolution to acknowledge the importance of
the contribution of FAG funding for the continued delivery of council services and infrastructure.
BACKGROUND
FAG funding is a vital part of the revenue base of all councils, and this year councils will receive $2.3
billion from the Australian Government under this important program.
The government’s decision in the 2014 Federal Budget to freeze the indexation of FAG funding for
three years beginning in 2014-15 will unfortunately cost councils across Australian an estimate $925
million by 2017-18. ALGA and the state local government associations are seeking the support of
Council for advocacy to have the Federal Government reverse the decision to freeze the indexation
of FAGSs.
While the FAG funds are paid through each state’s Local Government Grants Commission, the
funding originates with the Commonwealth and it is important it is recognised as such. Council, and
every other council in Australia, have been asked to pass a resolution acknowledging the importance
of the Commonwealth’s Financial Assistance Grants in assisting council to provide important
community infrastructure.
Council is also being asked to acknowledge the receipt of Financial Assistant Grants from the
Commonwealth in media release and council publications, including our annual report and to
highlight to the media a council project costing a similar size to the FAGs received by Council so that
the importance and impact of the grants can be more broadly appreciated.
Attached is a letter from LGANT outlining its position.
COMMENT
For WDRC funding from FAG sources totalled $1,165,098 for 2014-2015
General Funding $492,683
Roads $672,415
Quoted in the attached letter is a loss of 13% in funding by year 2017-2018 due to the freezing of
indexation increment. This equates to approx. 4% increase, year on year for CPI and amounting to
some $145,500 in lost revenue to WDRC over the period for administration and road works.
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To enable WDRC to recover that income lost for the provision of core services it would need to
increase Council Rates from the current $378,000 to $523,500 which is a year on year increase of
11.5%. Or produce additional income from internally generated sources by increasing fees and
charges to the community.
Employment related expenditure represent approx. 48% of administrative costs to the council. The
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement currently in place allows for a 3% annual increment in staff salary
and entitlements which equates to $116,000 over the period of 3 years. This impact on the ability of
the Council to attract and maintain staff. This does not take into account staff in other unfunded
core service areas such as Parks and Gardens, Swimming Pools and Cemeteries.
WDRC roads program for 2014-2015 allocated $780,000 for road maintenance. FAG Road funding
amounted to $672,415 for this period is already significantly under the level required. After the wet
season the community roads require substantial maintenance work. Each year the cumulative
impact of underfunding will increase and the condition of the roads will deteriorate further. In 20152016 the Roads to recovery funding will commence however general community roads require
ongoing maintenance from FAG funding.
It is important that WDRC highlight to the Australian Government the impact of the freeze in
indexation on this funding will have on remote communities where population numbers are low but
infrastructure required to be provided remains at a level equal to that of urban Australians.
CONSULTATION
Not applicable.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Not applicable.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Council:
1. Acknowledges the importance of federal funding through the Financial Assistant Grants Project
for the continue delivery of councils service sand infrastructure;
2. Acknowledges that the council will receive $1,165,098 in 2014-15; and
3. Will ensure that this Federal funding, and other funding provided by the Federal government
under relevant grant programs, is appropriately identified as Commonwealth grant funding in
Council publications, including annual reports.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

15.14 ELECTROL REPRESENTATION REVIEW
AUTHOR:

Glenda Teede, CEO

SUBJECT:

Elector Representation Review

WHAT IS THE ISSUE TO BE ADDRESSED:
The Council is asked to adopt a Fraud Protection Policy as an important internal control measure.
SUMMARY
The Council is asked to make decisions in relation to the Periodic Review of Elector Representation
(Section 23 of the Local Government Act). A Report has been received from CL Rowe and Associates
which recommends changing the ward boundaries and increasing the number of elected members
by one.
BACKGROUND
Section 23 of the Northern Territory Local Government Act 2008 (the Act) requires each council to
make an assessment of the adequacy of the constitutional arrangements presently in force in order
to determine whether they provide the most effective possible representation for the council
area.
In conducting the review Council is required to give consideration to submissions received from the
community during the public consultation phase. C.L. Rowe and Associates were engaged to
undertake the review and their report has been circulated to Members.
COMMENT
The Rowe report makes a number of recommendations and contains supporting argument.
Essentially the only changes recommended relate to changing the ward boundaries and increasing
the number of elected members by one.
The reasons for these recommendations can be summarised as follows:
The proposed ward boundaries seek to divide the council area into three (3) wards with each ward
containing a major settlement and hinterland providing some similarity in the character of each of
the proposed wards. This:
•
•
•

•

partially rectifies the existing imbalance in elector ratios between the wards (see table
below);
continues to guarantee representation of all three settlements;
is a relatively simple configuration with the boundary between proposed wards numbers
1 and 2 being aligned with the Moyle River and the boundary between proposed wards
numbers 2 and 3 aligning with existing roads (i.e, Fossil Head Road, Port Keats Road and
Yedderr Road; and
Seeks to create wards which are more defined and identifiable, as they align with
recognisable physical features.
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The existing representation arrangements dis-advantage electors from the Thamarrurr/Pindi Pindi
Ward where the ratio of Councillors to voters is 1:368 as opposed to 1:93 in the Tyemirri Ward.
Existing Representation
Ward
Nganmarriyanga
Thamarrurr/Pindi Pindi

Members
1
4

Tyemirri
Total/Average

1
6

Electors
188
1470

Elector Ratio
1:188
1:368

93
1751

1:93
1:292

% Variation
-35.6
+25.9
-68.1

I endorse the Rowe Report recommendations:
1

Recommendation
CEO’s Comments
To note and receive the two submissions received in Agreed.
response to the initial public consultation.

2

To agree to the following:
2.1 The name of Council not be changed at this time.

Agreed. The Council is a
new Council and the
current name is suitably
descriptive.

2.2 The principal member of Council continues to bear the
title of mayor and be appointed by Council.

Agreed.
The
present
arrangements
appear
suitable to all parties.

2.3 The elected members (excluding the
member)continue to bear the title of Councillor.

principal Agreed.

2.4 The future Council (elected body) of West Daly Regional Agreed. This will incur
Council comprises a total of seven (7) elected members.
additional cost to Council
both in the form of the
allowance
payable
to
elected members and
travel costs associated with
attendance at meetings.
However I feel that the
improvement in elector
ratios
and
the
rationalisation of ward
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3

2.5 The council area be divided into three (3) wards, as per
the structure depicted on the map provided herein as
Attachment Band/or previously presented as Option 2 in
the Discussion Paper.

Agreed.
The
public
consultation process did
not identify any need for
change.

2.6 The existing ward names be retained.

Agreed. The current size of
the
Council
appears
adequate however an
increase is supported to
improve representation for
the reasons given above.

2.7 The proposed amended Thamarrurr/Pindi Pindi ward be
represented by five elected members and both the
proposed amended Nganmarriyanga and Tyemirri wards
each be represented by a single councillor.

Agreed.
Although
a
variation to the external
boundaries
may
be
appropriate this would
require consultation with
the Victoria Daly Regional
Council
and
affected
communities before any
recommendation
could
properly be made.

2.8 Council not pursue any changes to its external
boundaries at this time.

Agreed.

Council not undertake any further public consultation with Agreed.
the community and authorise Council administration to
prepare the necessary report to the Minister for Local
Government and Community Services.

CONSULTATION
The public consultation process undertaken by Council included:





The placement of public notices in the NT News on the 14th and 21st March 2015.
The placement of the public notice on Council's webpage.
The provision of a survey document which canvassed the key issues
Discussion at the Local Authority meetings at Peppimenarti and Wadeye. (No meeting of the
Palumpa Local Authority was held during the consultation period).

Two submissions from the public were received (contained in the Rowe report ).
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Conducting a periodic Review of Elector Representation is a statutory requirement (Section 23 of
the Local Government Act).
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This is an important decision as it relates to both voter representation and corporate
governance.
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VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority
RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.
2.
3.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4.

Note and Receive the C.L. Rowe and Associates Elector Representation Review Report
Note and receive the two submissions received in response to the initial public consultation
Agree to the following:
The name of Council not be changed at this time;
The principal member of Council continues to bear the title of mayor and be appointed by
Council;
The elected members (excluding the principal member) continue to bear the title of Councillor;
The future Council Elected body) of West Daly Regional Council comprises a total of seven
(7) elected members;
The Council are be divided into three (3) wards, as per the structure depicted on the map
Attachment B of the C L Rowe and Associates Elector Representation Review Report;
The existing ward names be retained;
The proposed amended Thamarrurr/Pindi Pindi ward be represented by five elected members
and both the proposed amended Nganmarriyanga and Tyemirri wards each be represented by a
single councillor; and
Council not pursue any changes to its external boundaries at this time.
Not undertake any further public consultation with the community and authorise Council
administration to prepare the necessary report to the Minister for Local Government and
Community Services

Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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15.15 FINANCE COMMITTEE
AUTHOR:

Glenda Teede, CEO

SUBJECT:

Finance Committee

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

WHAT IS THE ISSUE TO BE ADDRESSED:
The Council is asked to establish a Finance and Executive Committee.

SUMMARY
Because the Council meets bi-monthly it is required to appoint a Finance Committee. The Report
addresses the Committee’s Terms of Reference and the appointment of Members.
BACKGROUND
The Local Government (Accounting) Regulations require the Council to establish and maintain
internal controls to safeguard the assets of the Council and to ensure compliance with legislative
requirements and other standards. As part of the necessary internal control system the Council is
required to establish and maintain a Finance Committee when Council meetings are only held bimonthly. The Finance Committee assists the Council to oversee the allocation of the local
government's finances and resources. Specifically it undertakes the financial management roles of
Council in the months that the Council does not meet.
COMMENT
To comply with the legislative requirements the Council will need to formally establish a Finance
Committee. Terms of Reference for the Committee should be established, members appointed
(recommended that 2 Members be appointed) and formal authority delegated to the Committee.
It is proposed that the Mayor and the Deputy Mayor be appointed to the Committee from the
Council and the CEO and Finance Manager from the Executive attend the meeting.
It is also proposed that the Committee be named the Finance and Executive Committee and
delegated authority to make decisions on behalf of Council when:
•
•

The decision cannot wait until the next scheduled meeting and do not justify the holding of a
Special meeting of Council; or
An Ordinary meeting of Council has failed for lack of a quorum.

CONSULTATION
Not applicable.
STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
If a council is not required to hold an ordinary meeting at least once in each month, the council must
appoint a committee and delegate to the committee the necessary powers to carry out, on behalf of
the council, financial functions of the council in the months the council does not hold an ordinary
meeting.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable
RECOMMENDATIONS
That Council:
1
2
3

Establish a Finance and Executive Committee comprising three (3) Elected Members
That three Councillors be appointed to the Committee for a term expiring on the day of the
next general election. Note: the Mayor is an ex-officio member of the Committee.
Adopt the following terms of reference for the Committee to:
• Ensure the annual budget is aligned with the Business Plan.
• Monitor and report on financial performance against the annual budget and the
Business Plan.
• Formulate strategies to improve the Council's financial position.

Delegated Authority
1
2

The Committee has the authority to make financial decisions and accept tenders on behalf
of Council; and
To exercise all other powers and functions of the Council other than the power to impose
rates, incur financial liabilities in excess of $250,000 and suspend or dismiss the Chief
Executive Officer when:
• The decision or decisions cannot wait until the next scheduled meeting of Council and do
not justify the holding of a Special meeting of Council; or
• An Ordinary meeting of Council has failed for lack of a quorum and decisions need to be
made urgently.

Meeting Frequency
The Committee will meet monthly in those months where a meeting Of Council does not occur
Casting Vote
In the event of an equality of votes the Chair may exercise a casting vote.
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16

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015

Applicant:

Local Authority Coordinator

Location/Address:

Wadeye Office

Date:

20th May 2015

Author:

Louise Beilby

SUMMARY
This report will be tabled for Council at the meeting.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council approved the Local Authority Coordinators report.
Moved:
Seconded:

Clr.
Clr.
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WEST DALY REGIONAL COUNCIL
Agenda for Council Meeting 20th May 2015
17

CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS
Nil

18

CLOSE OF MEETING

RECOMMENDATION
That Council close the meeting to the general public in accordance with section 65(2) of the Local
Government Act to enable Council to discuss in a Confidential Session an item described under Local
Government (Administration) regulations 8 (a, b, c, d or e).
Moved:
Seconded:
19

Clr.
Clr.

NEXT MEETING

The next Ordinary General Meeting of West Daly Regional Council will be held at Wadeye on
Wednesday 15th July 2015 with a briefing on Tuesday 14th July 2015.
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